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Abstract
Stochastic heating is an important phenomenon in low-pressure radio-frequency
(RF) capacitive discharges. Recent theoretical work on this problem using sev-
eral different approaches has produced results that are broadly in agreement
in-so-far as scaling with the discharge parameters is concerned, but there re-
mains some disagreement in detail concerning the absolute size of the effect.
Here we report a simulation study for single and dual frequency capacitive dis-
charges with two main aims.
In the case of single frequency discharge, this work investigates the depen-
dence of stochastic heating on various discharge parameters by scaling of these
parameters with the help of particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. This research
work produces a relatively extensive set of simulation data that may be used
to validate theories over a wide range of parameters. The analytical models are
satisfactory for intermediate current density amplitude J˜0 (or control parameter
H) and in agreement with PIC results. However in extreme cases new physical
effects appear (like field reversal, electron trapping, reflection of ions etc.) and
the simulation results deviate from existing analytical models. The dependence
of stochastic heating on applied frequency is also investigated. The second aim
is to study any evidence of wave emission with a frequency near the electron
plasma frequency (ωpe) at the sheath edge. This is the result of a progressive
breakdown of quasi-neutrality close to the electron sheath edge. These waves
are damped during their propagation from the sheath towards the bulk plasma.
The damping occurs because of the Landau damping or some related mecha-
nism. This research work reports that the emission of waves is associated with
a field reversal during the expansion phase of the sheath. Trapping of electrons
near to this field reversal region is observed. Calculation shows that these waves
are electron plasma waves.
In the dual frequency case, this research has produced a relatively extensive
set of simulation data and shown that the dual-frequency analytical model is
in agreement for wide range of parameters. However, in extreme cases, new
phenomena like the presence of strong field reversal and the reflection of ions
appear and the simulation results deviate from the analytical model. A further
aim is the investigation of the presence of strong wave phenomena during the
expanding and collapsing phase of the low frequency sheath. The characteristics
of waves in the dual-frequency case is entirely different from the single-frequency
case. The presence of electron trapping near to the field reversal regions is also
observed at multiple times of an RF period. The frequency of these waves are
calculated and to be of the order of ωpe.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Plasmas are widely used for industrial purposes and one of most crucial ap-
plications is the manufacture of integrated circuits (IC). As a result there has
been a large amount of research carried out in both industry and academia on
how to improve plasma processes. There are various applications of plasmas
in the domain of surface processing and etching is one of the most important
processes. Plasma etching is defined as the removal of material from a surface
either by chemical or physical means [2, 3]. Etch rate uniformity, selectivity
and anisotropy are the three most important parameters for etching [4, 5].
In semiconductor processing the etch rate uniformity is a major interest, be-
cause of significant impact on manufacturing yield. If the material is removed
in vertical direction only and the horizontal etch rate is zero, is defined as
anisotropic etching. Plasma processing is the only commercially viable tech-
nology for anisotropic removal of material from surfaces and used to fabricate
integrated circuits [6]. Selectivity (i.e. removing one type of material without
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affecting other material) is the another key process parameter for integrated
circuit (IC) manufacturing. In fact highly-selective plasma etch processes are
very difficult to design [7]. At low frequencies, capacitively coupled plasma
(CCP) discharges are immensely popular in semiconductor industry because of
low cost and robust uniformity over a large area. We will discuss the working
mechanism and merits of CCPs here.
When a sufficiently high potential difference (few hundred to thousands of
Volts) is applied between two electrodes located in gas, the gas will break down
into electrons and positive ions. The electrons are accelerated by the electric
field in front of the cathode and collide with the gas atoms. Inelastic collisions
i.e. excitation and ionization are most important collisions. The emission of
radiation because of excitation and de-excitations of atoms are responsible of
the ‘glow’ discharges. Ionizing collisions create new ions and electrons. Due
to the electric field, ions are accelerated toward the cathode and release new
electrons by ion-induced secondary electron emission. The electrons give rise
to new ionization collisions, creating new electrons and ions. A continuous
current will flow through the discharge due to the constant potential difference
between the cathode and anode, giving rise to a direct current (d.c.) glow
discharge. The electrodes play an indispensable role in sustaining the plasma
by secondary electron emission in d.c. glow discharges. When a time-varying
potential difference is applied, as in capacitively coupled radio-frequency (RF )
discharge (figure 1.1), the role of electrodes becomes less important, because the
electrons can oscillate in the plasma between the two electrodes, by the time-
varying electric field. When one or both of the electrodes are non-conductive,
the electrodes will be charged up due to the accumulation of positive or negative
charges, and the glow discharge will extinguish. By applying an alternating
voltage between the electrodes, this problem can be overcome. As a result,
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each electrode will act alternately as the cathode and anode, and the charge
accumulated during one half-cycle will be partially neutralized by the opposite
charge accumulated during the next half-cycle. A good detailed description is
given in the literature [2].
In last couple of decades, the use of capacitively coupled radio-frequency
(RF ) discharges for dry etching and deposition of thin film layers on substrates
has become common [6, 8]. Their uses include generating the plasmas for many
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) systems [9], for plasma
etching systems [10], for RF sputtering systems [11], and for Plasma Immersion
Ion Implantation (P3I) [12]. The other important application areas of CCPs are
microelectronics etching, fabrication of thin film solar cells and thin film etch-
ing and deposition in flat panel display industries. CCPs are also important
in plasma-based hardening of materials in the aerospace, automotive and steel
industries. Surface hardening incorporates techniques like nitriding, carburiz-
ing and boriding [4]. Hardening the surface layer without affecting the bulk
properties of the material is the objective of these techniques. Although CCPs
are commonly used, there are several open technical and scientific questions.
Manufacturers of plasma processing equipment have struggled with how to in-
dependently control the flux and energy of ions striking a substrate exposed
to the plasma (Dual Frequency CCP). Another major scientific question is to
understand how exactly electrons are heated in low pressure CCP discharges.
Here in this work we will discuss a theoretical model of the heating mechanism
of electrons in low pressure single frequency CCP discharges. This is reviewed
briefly in section (1.4).
Recently, it is reported that the power deposition in CCPs discharges can be
enhanced by replacing sinusoidal waveforms with non-sinusoidal waveforms e.g.
Gaussian shaped voltage pulses [13]. In this work the authors used a particle-
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in-cell (PIC) simulation and showed that the electron heating can be directly
controlled by changing the Gaussian pulse width. Lafleur and Booth [14] used
non-sinusoidal voltage waveforms, e.g. positive Gaussian type pulses, in their
PIC simulation to control the ion flux and ion energy in CCP discharges. Later
Lafleur et al. [15] used pulse-type tailored waveforms in argon plasma experi-
ments in a geometrically symmetric CCP discharges and confirmed a number
of predictions made by PIC simulations of a similar system [13].
The realization of the importance of sheath physics to scrape-off layer(SOL)
and divertor modelling is growing in fusion devices [16–20]. It has been shown
in experimental and theoretical work that the creation of RF-enhanced sheaths
in the ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF)-heated tokamaks are responsible
for much of the ICRF-edge interaction observed in tokamaks, including ICRF-
specific impurity generation by the near [21] and far [19, 20] field of antenna,
parallel current generation [18] and edge convection [22]. The effect of sheaths
on instabilites [23] and turbulence [24] in fusion devices is also important. The
plasma sheath near a conducting wall is modelled as a vacuum gap whose width
is given by the Child-Langmuir law [25].
1.1 Capacitive Radio-Frequency Discharges
Plasmas are produced by supplying energy to matter until a significant frac-
tional ionization is obtained. In an ordinary gas, each atom contains an equal
number of positive and negative charges; the positive charges in the nucleus
are surrounded by an equal number of negatively charged electrons so atom is
electrically “neutral”. A gas transforms to a plasma when the addition of heat
or other energies either in electric or electromagnetic form causes a significant
number of atoms to release some or all of their electrons. The remaining parts
of those atoms are left with a positive charge, and the detached electrons and
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ions are free to move about. Those atoms and the resulting electrically charged
gas are said to be “ionized”. When enough atoms are ionized then electrons
and ions (normally in a quasi neutral state) exhibit collective behaviour, this
state is called plasma. Typically those RF frequencies which lie between the
ion oscillation frequency (ωpi) and electron plasma frequency (ωpe), are used in
laboratory and industrial plasmas. Here, ωpe = (n0e
2/ε0me)
1/2
is the electron
plasma frequency, the fundamental characteristic frequency of a plasma and
ωpi = (n0e
2/ε0mi)
1/2
is the ion plasma frequency. The industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) radio bands are reserved internationally for the use of RF en-
ergy for industrial, scientific and medical purposes other than communication.
These ISM radio bands are defined by the International Telecommunication
Union-Radiocommunication (ITU-R).
For pure argon plasmas at given density 1016 m−3, the ion and electron
frequencies are fpi = 3.3 MHz and fpe = 900 MHz respectively. The most
commonly used frequency in CCP system is 13.56 MHz, the centre frequency
of the second ISM band1. One of two electrodes is connected to the power
supply (simplest one is plane parallel geometry), and the other one is grounded
as shown in figure 1.1. The configuration in figure 1.1 is similar (in principle)
to a capacitor in an electric circuit and also similar to the way of input power
coupling into the discharge (i.e. by means of two electrodes and their sheaths
forming a kind of capacitor), called as capacitively coupled plasma. Several
books exist containing reviews of capacitive discharges, in particular the books
by Y. Raizer [26], M. A. Lieberman and A. J. Lichtenberg [6] and P. Chabert and
N. Braithwaite [27] are worthy of note. Such type of discharges are driven by a
RF voltage/current source applied to the electrodes through a matching unit.
The electrons and ions show different behaviour because of different masses.
1The first four ISM bands are: 6.780 MHz ± 0.015 MHz, 13.560 MHz ± 0.007 MHz,
27.120 MHz ± 0.163 MHz and 40.68 MHz ± 0.02 MHz.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of a single frequency capacitive RF discharge.
The light electrons can follow the instantaneous electric fields produced by the
applied RF source. The heavy ions, on the other hand, can only follow the time-
averaged electric field. The most commonly used gases to generate a plasma are
noble gases such as argon or helium but other gases can also be used in various
applications. The separation between electrodes is l ∼ 2−10 cm and the typical
voltage applied varies from a few hundred to thousands of volts. The pressure
inside the chamber varies from a few mTorr to few Torr. In radio-frequency
discharges operated at low pressure (few mTorr) the collision frequency is small
compared to the field frequency (νm  ωrf) and the electrons have rare collisions
during the RF cycle. As a result, the mean free path of electrons (λe) may be
comparable or even larger than the characteristic size of system length. The
charged particle densities are on the order of 1014−1017 m−3 in CCP discharges.
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The typical temperature of the electrons ranges from 1 − 4 eV and is much
higher than that of ions which are nearly at room temperature, so because of
the large difference in mass (me  mi) electrons are not in thermal equilibrium
with ions. In CCPs the potential drop across the sheath region, Φsh, is of the
order of hundreds to thousands of volts and is much larger than the electron
temperature Te, which is of the order of a few volts (Φsh  Te). The wall is
charged negatively all the time in the limit Φsh  Te. Electrons are pushed
away from the electrode by negative charge up to a distance where a positive
ion density screens its electric field. The sheath width is also significantly larger
than the Debye length for the limit Φsh  Te, and the plasma sheath boundary
can be considered as infinitely thin. The position of the boundary can be
determined by the condition that the place where electrons are absent and
external electric field is screened in the sheath region [28–31]. Electrons hardly
lose any energy during elastic collisions. This is because for elastic collisions the
energy transfer is proportional to the mass ratio of the colliding species. On the
other hand heavy ions efficiently exchange energy by collisions with background
gas. The highly mobile plasma electrons respond to the instantaneous electric
fields produced by RF driven current and oscillate back and forth within the
positive space charge cloud of ions. Due to the heavy mass, ions respond only to
the time-averaged electric field. Most commonly used frequencies in industrial
applications are, typically low frequencies frf = 2 or 13.56 MHz and high
frequencies frf = 27.12, 60 or 160 MHz.
1.2 RF Sheath - Highly Nonlinear Region
The Debye sheath can be defined as the transition from a plasma to a solid sur-
face [6]. In a typical discharge, plasma electrons have much smaller mass and
higher temperature compared with massive positive ions. To explore this idea,
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let us consider a quasi-neutral plasma in contact with a grounded conductor. In
this situation more electrons than ions will initially be absorbed by the electrode
because electrons have much larger thermal velocity (v¯e = [8kBTe/(pime)]
1/2)
than the ions (v¯i = [8kBTi/(pimi)]
1/2). Consequently, whenever a plasma is in
contact with an absorbing surface like an electrode, the surface is charged nega-
tively due to the imbalance of fluxes, and a positive potential difference appears
between the plasma and the surface. In this situation, the bulk of the plasma
is quasi-neutral and a net charge (ni >> ne) is found only in a narrow region
adjacent to the electrode. This region is known as the sheath. The electric
field inside the sheath points towards the electrode. Thus the force −eE acting
on electrons is directed into the bulk plasma; which reflects electrons moving
towards the electrode back into the bulk plasma. On the other hand, ions from
plasma that enter the sheath are accelerated and hit the electrode. The po-
tential difference which appears between the plasma and the surface confines
electrons and accelerates ions, such that the fluxes of positively and negatively
charged particles absorbing at the surface become identical. The width of the
sheath is the order of few electron Debye lengths, λ2D = ε0kBTe/n0e
2, where Te
is the electron temperature in Kelvin, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, e is
the electronic charge, and n0 is the plasma density.
The most widely used low pressure discharges are sustained by RF volt-
ages and currents applied directly to an electrode submerged in the plasma.
A neutral gas having density ng is present between the plates. When an RF
voltage or current is driven through electrode, that creates more complicated
dynamics. The quasi neutrality breaks down within the oscillating sheath near
the electrodes, where ne < ni and plasma is quasi neutral i.e. ne ≈ ni almost
everywhere except in the sheath region. The sheath dynamics is strongly non-
linear so to describe this basic phenomenon a very simple qualitative model
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based on one used by Godyak and Popov in 1970s now widely known as the
homogeneous model [29, 32, 33] will be used. Let us start by considering a
semi-infinite plasma in contact with a planar electrode and which is driven by a
sinusoidal RF current Irf(t), i.e. Irf(t) = I˜rf sin (ωt). The plates are separated
by distance l and each has cross sectional area A. For simplicity we assume
that ion density n is uniform and constant in time everywhere, whereas the
electron density is equal to the ion density except for the sheath regions near
the electrode where it is zero. Considering xsh(t) be the instantaneous position
of the highly oscillating electron sheath edge and using Gauss’s law, the electric
field is found to be
E(x, t) =


en
ε0
(x− xsh(t)), for x ≥ xsh(t)
0, otherwise.
(1.1)
The current that flows through the sheaths is almost entirely displacement cur-
rent. This is true because in bulk plasma the conduction current is carried
mainly by electrons, and inside time-varying sheath the electron density is neg-
ligible. This analysis also assumes that ions respond only to the time-averaged
potentials i.e. ω2pi << ω
2
rf , here ωpi is ion plasma frequency, the ions carry no
RF current. So the conduction current carried by the steady flow of ions across
the sheath to the plates is much smaller than the displacement current. In real
applications the sheath dynamics is much more complicated and the description
here is only the tip of the iceberg. Ions are accelerated by the sheath electric
field and these ions strike the electrode and due to ion flux conservation the
density drops down. Bulk plasma also oscillates when the instantaneous elec-
tron sheath edge oscillates and there is a transition region between the sheath
and bulk which is not entirely field free. All these effects makes the sheath dy-
namics more complex. There are other better analytical models that includes
these effects like Lieberman’s analytic model [30], Kaganovich’s two-step ion
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density model [34] etc.
1.3 The presheath and the Bohm criterion
So far we have assumed that the space charge region of the sheath terminated
at the plane where the electron and ion densities became equal (undisturbed
plasma). In reality there is a quasi-neutral transition region of finite electric
field between these two regions. This region is typically much wider than the
sheath and is called presheath. The effect of this region is to increase the
velocity of ions so at the sheath presheath interface there is a transition from
subsonic (ui < uB) to supersonic (ui > uB) ion flow, where the condition of
charge neutrality must break down (the electron density drops faster than the
ion density in the sheath region). The existence of this velocity change was
demonstrated by Bohm [35] and the resulting criterion for sheath formation
is known as Bohm sheath criterion. The transition can arise from geometric
contraction of the plasma, from ion friction forces (collisions) in the presheath,
or from ionization in the bulk plasma [36].
In single ion species case, the Bohm criterion gives
〈us〉 ≥ uB =
(
kBTe
mi
)1/2
, (1.2)
where uB is called Bohm velocity, us is the average velocity of the ions at
sheath edge, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, mi is the ion mass and Te is the
electron temperature in Kelvin. This says that the ion velocity on entering the
sheath must be greater than (kBTe/mi)
1/2, i.e. it is determined by the electron
temperature. Chen demonstrated that the physical significance of the criterion
is that the acceleration of ions in the sheath and repulsion of electrons there,
both of which decreases the relevant particle volume densities, must be such
that the ion density decrease less rapidly than the electron density across the
1.4 Heating Mechanisms in CCPs
sheath [37].
Riemann showed that in case of two or more ion species, the Bohm criterion
is written as
Σ
q2knk
mk〈uk〉2
≤
e2ne
kBTe
, (1.3)
where e is the absolute electron charge, ne is the electron density at the sheath
edge and qk, nk, 〈uk〉 denote the charge, density and average velocity at the
sheath edge of the kth ion species [38]. Equation (1.3) has no unique solution for
the average ion velocities. Whether one can obtain special solutions depending
on the plasma parameters, and what additional information is required to do
so, remains an open question.
1.4 Heating Mechanisms in CCPs
Low pressure discharges are sustained by RF currents and voltages applied
directly to an electrode immersed in the plasma. Due to this a high voltage
capacitive sheath appears between the electrode and the bulk plasma. The
applied RF current at electrode flowing across the sheath and electrons carry
the currents to the bulk plasma. The electrons are energetic enough to ionize
the neutral gas and maintain the ion population. So it is very important to
know the mechanism by which electrons can gain energy. The different types
of heating mechanisms are briefly described here:
(1) Ohmic or collisional heating occurs mainly in bulk plasma due to colli-
sional momentum transfer between the oscillating electrons and the neu-
trals. The averaged power per unit volume absorbed by the plasma Pohm
is
Pohm =
1
2
J˜2Re(σ−1p ), (1.4)
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where J˜ is the current density, σp = ε0 ω
2
pe/(jω+νm) is the plasma conduc-
tivity, ω is the applied frequency and νm is the electron neutral collision
frequency for momentum transfer. Equation (1.4) can be applied to find
ohmic power absorption from waves as well as from oscillating fields. This
mechanism is well understood and fully described in the literature [6].
(2) For low pressure discharges (where the electron mean free path λe is larger
than the inter electrode separation l), the ohmic power is not the main
source of power absorption by the plasma electrons. Another possible
heating mechanism, in which electrons interact with the high voltage os-
cillating sheaths, and a net momentum transfer occur due to this interac-
tion. This heating mechanism is called collisionless or stochastic heating.
Landau [39] was the first to suggest that non-ohmic electron heating could
occur in the presence of an oscillatory current crossing a plasma boundary.
Stochastic heating in low pressure capacitive discharges has been studied
by different models [30, 34, 40–43] as well as in experiments [44]. High
frequency voltage or current driven sheath structure was studied in de-
tailed by Schneider [45]. Here ‘high frequency’ means, frequency less than
the electron plasma frequency, ω2pe = n0e
2/ε0me, but larger than the ion
plasma frequency, ω2pi = n0e
2/ε0mi. The sheath expands with increasing
applied voltage and electrons are pushed away from the electrode. Subse-
quently, the sheath collapses as the voltage decreases, and when the sheath
voltage is minimum an electron current flows to the electrode. The place
where the sheath reaches its maximum extent is also the point where the
ions reach their Bohm speed, and this is known as the ion sheath edge or
the Bohm point (Figure (1.2)). The instantaneous sheath edge is known
as electron sheath edge. These qualitative features of the high frequency
sheath were established later by few other authors [30, 32, 46, 47]. In the
12
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of a bulk plasma, presheath and sheath region in
contact with electrode.
present context, the most important of these later works is by Lieberman
[30]. Lieberman derived an extraordinary analytic self-consistent solution
of the sheath equations. The biggest advantage of this solution is that it
gives a closed analytic formula for all the important parameters associated
with the sheath. This solution is known to be reasonably accurate and
the sheath quantities are expressed as functions of a single parameter, H,
where
H =
J˜20
pieε0Teω2rfn0
=
s˜20
piλ2D
, (1.5)
where J˜0 is the oscillating current density amplitude, ωrf is the angular
frequency at which the sheath is driven, Te is electron temperature, n0 is
the plasma density at the ion sheath edge, s˜0 (i.e.
√
J˜20/e
2ω2rfn
2
0) is the
amplitude of oscillation of electrons at the ion sheath edge, and the Debye
length, λD (i.e.
√
ε0Te/en0), is evaluated at the ion sheath edge.
Theoretical interest in collisionless heating by high frequency sheaths be-
13
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gan in the nineteen-fifties. Godyak [28, 29, 32] turned to this topic in the
nineteen-seventies. He introduced a classical “hard wall” model. Accord-
ing to this model, the electron sheath edge is treated as a moving rigid
barrier or “hard wall”. Electrons move through bulk plasma towards
sheath, where they ‘collide’ (collisions are elastic, ‘Hard Wall’ approxi-
mation) with the sheath electric field and bounce back. An electron that
is reflected from a moving sheath experiences a change of energy. If the
sheath moves toward the electron, then the energy increases; if the sheath
moves away, then the energy decreases. For an oscillating sheath, some
electrons gain energy and others lose energy. However, averaging over an
oscillating period (because head-on collisions are most frequent), the net
effect is an energy gain, corresponding to a dissipation in the sheath. This
mechanism also has been called “Fermi acceleration” [40, 48] or “wave rid-
ing” [49]. The change of velocity of a single electron incident on the sheath
with velocity v can be written as
vr = −v + 2ush , (1.6)
where vr is the velocity of the electron after reflection and ush is the
velocity of plasma sheath boundary. Godyak assumed in his model that
the electron flux incident on the sheath is assumed to have a non-drifting
velocity distribution function f(v). The instantaneous power per unit area
transferred between the electrons and the sheath edge moving at velocity,
ush, is
Sstoc =
∫ ∞
0
me
2
(v2r − v
2)(v − ush)f(v) dv , (1.7)
= −2me
∫ ∞
0
ush(v − ush)
2f(v) dv . (1.8)
Here
∫∞
0
f(v) dv = n and it is assumed that f(v) can be approximated
by a Maxwellian with temperature Te and that the plasma density n is
14
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uniform. Again ush << v¯e, where v¯e = [8kBTe/(pime)]
1/2 is the mean
electron thermal velocity, so that the lower limit of integration can be set
to zero. So an integration over velocity and an average over time can be
carried out to obtain an average power per unit area for one sheath
S¯stoc =
1
2
mev¯enu
2
0 , (1.9)
where u0 is the amplitude of sheath oscillation (i.e. ush) at some time ‘t’.
Later Lieberman [30] used a different form for the velocity distribution
in equation (1.7) to take into account two important effects neglected
by Godyak: that the electron densities at the ion sheath edge and the
electron sheath edge are different, and that the electron drift velocity is
not zero. Lieberman assumed
fsh(v) =
nsh
n0
f0(v − u0) , (1.10)
where quantities with subscript 0 are defined at the ion sheath edge,
and quantities with subscript sh are defined at the electron sheath edge.
Insert this expression into equation (1.7), and with the approximation
that v¯e >> ush, one obtains the averaged power
S¯stocL =
3pi
32
Hmev¯en0u
2
0 . (1.11)
Here u0 = J˜0/(en0) is the amplitude of the bulk electron oscillation veloc-
ity and H is given by equation (1.5).
It is noticeable that there are inevitable problems with these models,
and with any similar approach based on a “hard wall” model. In any
“hard wall” model which has continuous current at the electron sheath
edge, the instantaneous heating power given by equation (1.7) will vanish
identically, within the framework of assumptions as discussed above. This
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is compelling demonstration that the “hard wall” stochastic heating model
is insufficient. Because of the difficulty of obtaining current-conserving
results with hard wall calculations, Gozadinos et al. [43] developed an
alternative treatment using fluid equations. They checked their analytic
result against a specialized PIC calculation in which the ions were held
fixed, obtained good agreement. Kinetic effects that distort the electron
velocity distribution from Maxwellian have been examined by Kaganovich
[34] by employing a two-step ion density model. He showed that a hard
wall model can be used to calculate S¯stoc, provided the bulk motion is
taken into account.
Apart from the analytic studies, the literature contains many investiga-
tions of electron heating by oscillating sheaths using different kinds of
computer simulation that do not include self-consistent electric fields [50–
54]. Generally, in the absence of self-consistent fields, current will not be
conserved, and one cannot expect quantitatively correct results in such
cases.
(3) “Pressure heating” is the another mechanism by which stochastic heating
can be explained. Stochastic heating should be associated with the time
varying fields between the electron and ion sheath edges. Here a pressure
heating effect is connected with the cyclic compression and rarefaction
of electrons as they flow in and out of the sheath regions during sheath
oscillation. Surendra and Graves [55] initially showed the importance of
acoustic effects in high frequency discharges. They explained the reason
of the regions of net negative electron heating that occur in the quasi-
neutral plasma bulk of some high frequency discharges are produced by
electron acoustic wave propagation from the sheath regions, but they did
not discuss about the electron heating inside the sheaths. In a later work,
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Surendra and Dalvie [56] made the suggestive observation that electron
heating observed in the oscillating sheath of a particle-in-cell simulation
could be identified with the pressure-work term in a suitable set of moment
equations. However, they did not proceed to develop this idea. Turner
and co-workers [42, 57] further developed this idea and showed that in
a model periodic system, there existed a collisionless heating mechanism
comparable in efficacy with the collisionless heating seen in the oscillating
sheaths of bounded plasmas. This is so called pressure heating mechanism
which depends only on the existence of density gradients, and does not
require the presence of a sheath edge. So the pressure effect in question
is caused by the difference in plasma density and temperature between
the bulk plasma and the sheath region. When a sheath expands, elec-
trons flow into the adjacent bulk plasma and are compressed. At the
same time, electrons are rarefied as they flow into the opposite collapsing
sheath. Since the thermal conductivity of the bulk plasma is finite, these
simultaneous rarefaction and compression effects produce nonequilibrium
thermal disturbances and the net work being done is not necessarily zero.
However, the analytical model developed by Turner was not extended to
the case of a real oscillating sheath with a moving boundary, and con-
sequently the possibility that additional heating mechanisms are present
in that case was not excluded. Moreover, Turner’s model did not lead
to a convenient expression for the amount of heating to be expected in
situations of practical interest.
(4) Another suggested heating mechanism is associated with the observed
oscillations in the electron density near sheath edge. These oscillations
are near electron plasma frequency i.e. ωpe and generate due to quasi-
neutrality failure at sheath edge. It is not yet fully clear how these oscil-
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lations are excited, but it is certainly possible for the oscillation energy to
be transferred to electron thermal energy by the well known mechanism
of Landau damping [39] or a related process. Such type of oscillations
can be seen clearly in simulations but no relevant theory has yet been put
forwarded [58, 59]. However, at more moderate values of H, amplitude
of such oscillations are very weak, so it cannot be the case that this is in
general the main heating mechanism. Moreover, there is no evidence at
present that even under extreme conditions these oscillations constitute
an important heating mechanism. We will discuss all these issues in the
next chapters.
(5) The wave phenomenon discussed above is different from “series reso-
nance”. Two dominant natural resonances occur in metal bound plas-
mas. One is the plasma oscillation (due to symmetric motion of bulk
plasma) at the electron plasma frequency ωpe, generates no net current in
an external short circuit of planar two electrode system. The second one
is because of antisymmetric motion of the electrons and is at lower fre-
quency which generates an oscillatory current in an external short circuit.
In capacitively coupled RF discharges this particular resonance arises be-
cause of periodic exchange between the electric field energy in the plasma
sheath and the kinetic electron energy in the plasma bulk. Here a lossy
inductance (the bulk plasma) and one or two capacitors (the sheaths)
are analogous to a series circuit and phenomena is known as “electron se-
ries resonance”, “plasma series resonance” or “plasma-sheath resonance”.
Electron inertia is the main cause of the effective inductance of the bulk
plasma and the ohmic resistance due to electron-neutral collisions leads to
power dissipation. The capacitive characteristic of a sheath is provided by
space charge. The voltage charge relation is highly nonlinear in the sheath
18
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which shows different behaviour from a normal capacitor [60–66]. The re-
lation between the potential drop across the sheath and the displacement
current is nonlinear because of ion and electron dynamics in the sheath.
Our main interest is in nonlinearity because it induces harmonics in the
electric fields and currents in the discharge. Most of the RF discharges
carried out for the specific case of symmetrical RF discharges [41, 67, 68].
Only odd harmonics in the current (or in RF voltage for current driven
discharges) are generated because of the symmetry of the discharge and
the nonlinearity of the whole system is very weak [69, 70]. Because of
these circumstances, a sinusoidal current is assumed which results in the
simplification of modelling [30, 71–74] and experiment [73–75] for the fre-
quency range significantly above the ion plasma frequency ωpi. Strong
nonlinearity has been observed for both symmetrical and asymmetrical
RF discharges, nearby and lower than ωpi [76–78].
Typically, the series resonance frequency ωsr << ωpe. The Series reso-
nance phenomenon is detailed described by Tonk [79, 80], Dattner [81],
Parker et al.[82], Taillet [83], Schneider and Angew [45] and Godyak [29].
The series resonance frequency ωsr is the natural frequency and is given
by
ωsr = ωpe
√
2s¯
L
, (1.12)
where 2s¯ (s¯ << L)is the combined time average width of the left and
right sheaths and ‘L’ is the typical bulk extension. This expression is ap-
plicable only when the electron collision frequency is low enough that the
resistance of the plasma bulk is negligible. The series resonance effect in-
duces high frequency oscillations (order of 100 MHz) which superimposes
on the normal RF current and amplitude of these oscillations is restricted
by collisions of the oscillating bulk electrons with the background neutral
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gas. Because of these oscillations the sheath expansion is faster as com-
pared with regimes where sinusoidal RF current waveforms are observed
[60, 84–86].
Series resonance effects enhance both the stochastic and ohmic heating.
It is shown in literature that at low pressures the series resonance effect
increases the heating by nearly a factor of two, both with and without
stochastic heating. Ohmic heating which is proportional to collisional fre-
quency, goes to zero linearly as the pressure goes to zero, with or without
nonlinear series resonance excitation. By considering stochastic heating,
which is independent of pressure, there is still a significant enhancement
in the heating because of the nonlinear series resonance excitation [63].
The enhancement of the ohmic heating has been also investigated by a
model in literature and also shown that this enhancement is due to the
series resonance [60–62, 87].
However, there is no complete model formulated yet to exemplify the exact
mechanism and furnish predictions analogous to simulations or experiments.
1.5 Modelling Tactics
The act of simulating or modelling something generally entails representing cer-
tain key characteristics or behaviours of a selected physical or abstract system.
Computer simulations have become a useful part of mathematical modelling of
many natural systems in plasma physics (computational physics), astrophysics,
chemistry and biology, human systems in economics, psychology, social science,
and engineering. Simulations are used to explore and gain new insights into
new technology, and to estimate the performance of systems too complex for
analytical solutions. Even though experiments supply the basis for the percep-
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tion of the proficient range of phenomena occurring in plasma, still that is not
always sufficient. Sheaths are very complex in nature and experimental mea-
surements in this region is desperately hellacious task. So modelling is a very
good substitute in this case.
Modelling is also advantageous because it can create situations which are
hellacious or undo-able experimentally but can be used to test theoretical mod-
els. Plasma can be modelled by several different techniques and each has its
own distinction and deficiency. Following is the useful classification:
 Equivalent Circuit models : In such models the different parts of discharges
represent simple electrical circuits. The sheath, for instance, is sometimes
represent as a resistor, a capacitor and a diode in parallel. The values of
the components can be either estimated theoretically or measured exper-
imentally, and useful properties of the discharge, for example the energy
of ions at the electrode, can be easily estimated. Obviously, the disad-
vantage of this approach is that it is somewhat crude, and one could not
expect such models to provide perception into complex phenomena.
 Fluid models : The fluid model describes the plasma based on macroscopic
quantities (velocity moments of the distribution function such as density,
mean velocity, and mean energy). The equations for macroscopic quanti-
ties, called fluid equations, are obtained by taking velocity moments of the
Boltzmann equation or the Vlasov equation. Usually, only the first three
moments are used describing particle, momentum and energy conserva-
tion. A closure assumption is needed because for each moment equation
added to the system a new unknown is introduced. The fluid equations
are not closed without the determination of transport coefficients such as
mobility, diffusion coefficient, averaged collision frequencies, and so on.
To determine the transport coefficients, the velocity distribution function
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must be assumed/chosen. But this assumption can lead to a failure of
capturing some physics. The necessity of a closure assumption and the
occasional restriction on the form of the distribution function are some
of the disadvantages of these models. The fluid approach, although it is
not so accurate compared to kinetic methods, due to the shorter compu-
tational times, one can easily go for higher dimensionality (2D, 3D).
 Kinetic models : Kinetic models are time and space dependent solutions of
the Boltzmann equation which produces electron and ion velocity distribu-
tions either by direct integration of the equation or by applying statistical
techniques (Particle in Cell - Monte Carlo method) therefore do not need
to assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. A kinetic description is of-
ten necessary for collisionless plasmas. There are two common approaches
to kinetic description of a plasma. First one is Monte Carlo simulations,
in which the fields are assumed to be known a priori and the equations
of motion for the particles under the influence of these fields are solved.
Another one is Particle-In-Cell (PIC) technique [88, 89] which gives self-
consistent solution of the Boltzmann equation by simultaneously solving
the particle equations together with the fields. The kinetic approach al-
though it is computationally intensive, is the least dependent on a-priori
assumptions leading to more accurate results. Finally, direct solvers of
the Boltzmann equation also exist [90]
1.6 Research objectives and outline
The general outline of this thesis is as follows: chapter 2 describes the particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulation technique which is used here in entire research work.
A semi-infinite plasma in contact with an electrode is modelled with the help
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of PIC method. The particles are injected from the boundary. Plasma can
be assumed either collisionless or collisional (using charge-exchange collisions
for the ions and elastic scattering for the electrons) and ionization processes
are ignored here. Scaling of physical quantities and boundary conditions are
also described here. To test the theoretical models and their assumptions, only
the area near the sheath/presheath regions is modelled here. Better diagnostic
resolution is also achieved.
In chapter 3, the theory of stochastic heating through Fermi acceleration
mechanism is fully examined. Application of “Hard Wall Model” in capacitive
RF discharges is also described. This is done through self-consistent PIC sim-
ulations. The power deposition calculated by self-consistent PIC simulation is
compared with the one predicted by Lieberman’s model [30] and Kaganovich et
al. [34] model in case of single frequency capacitive RF discharges. The pres-
ence of strong field reversal phenomena at the time of sheath expansion and
the reflection of ions from the near sheath edge is observed in extreme cases.
The average power per unit area scaling with frequency is also explored in this
chapter.
In chapter 4, the evidence of the electron plasma wave propagation from
sheath edge towards bulk plasma is discussed. These waves are damped during
their propagation and it occurs due to Landau damping or some related pro-
cess, so concept of Landau damping is discussed here. This wave phenomena
is discussed with the help of PIC simulations of half-infinite plasma. The spa-
tiotemporal profile of electron density shows that the wave starts near sheath
edge and propagates in bulk plasma and finally disappears. The modification
of the sheath structure is also observed. The spatiotemporal profile of electric
field shows the presence of a strong field reversal region near the modified sheath
region at the time of sheath expansion. Electron trapping is also observed near
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to the field reversal region. The frequency of these waves are calculated to be
of the order of electron plasma frequency, ωpe. The effect of electron elastic
collisions on electron plasma waves is also investigated.
In chapter 5, the analytical model of stochastic heating for dual-frequency
CCPs (developed by Kawamura et al. [1]) is discussed. The power deposition
calculated by self-consistent PIC simulation in case of dual-frequency CCPs is
compared with the power estimated by the dual-frequency stochastic heating
analytical model developed by Kawamura et al. [1]. The strong wave phe-
nomena during the expansion and collapsing phase of low frequency sheath in
dual-frequency CCP case are being observed in simulation. The presence of
strong field reversal and electron trapping phenomena near to the field rever-
sal region is also discussed. The signature of reflection of ions is observed in
simulation. The frequency of these waves are calculated to be of the order of
electron plasma frequency i.e. ωpe.
Finally, in chapter 6 we conclude that the stochastic heating predicted by the
existing single frequency analytical models given by Kaganovich et al. [91] and
dual frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1] are satisfactory.
However in extreme cases, new physical effects appear and the simulation results
deviate from analytical models. The wave phenomenon in case of single and
dual frequency cases are also concluded in this chapter. Future scope of this
research work is briefly discussed here.
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Semi-Infinite Particle-In-Cell Simulation Technique
2.1 Introduction
A plasma is a hot, fully ionized gas which may be regarded as a collection of
positive ions and negative electrons interacting through their mutual electric
and magnetic fields. Interaction between the charges and the internal fields
(produced by the charges themselves) and the externally applied fields govern
the dynamic behaviour of plasma. Charge and current densities (ρ and J) are
related to fields by Maxwell’s equations. Interaction of electromagnetic fields
with charged particles is determined by the Lorentz force. For the system of N
particles, the requirement is to solve N nonlinear coupled differential equations
of motion simultaneously. Since the fields and the particle trajectories are in-
trinsically coupled, a self-consistent method must be used. The presence and
motion of charged particles are associated with the internal fields and the in-
ternal fields also influence charged particle motions, which, in turn, modify the
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internal fields. Although this self-consistent approach is conceivable in princi-
ple, at macroscopic level, Maxwell’s equations along with Boltzmann’s equation
provide a self-consistent nonlinear system that is very difficult to analyze with-
out the use of simplifying assumptions. On the other hand at microscopic level,
a plasma can be treated as an N-body problem and further analysis is not
possible.
With the advent of large and fast computers, an alternative approach for
study of the plasma is through numerical and semi-numerical models. There are
several types of plasma models like fluid models [6, 37, 92], equivalent-circuit
models [6], kinetic models [88, 89, 93], hybrid kinetic/fluid models [88, 89, 94]
and models solving the Boltzmann equation directly [6, 90, 92]. Each model has
its own advantages and disadvantages. Now-a-days the Particle-In-Cell (PIC)
simulation is one of the most popular kinetic schemes. PIC methods have been
in use since 1955 [95], even before the first Fortran compilers were available.
PIC is an indirect approach to solve the Vlasov or Boltzmann equations based
on integrating the equation of motion of a set of particles. The method gained
popularity for plasma simulation in the late 1950s and early 1960s when it was
fully proposed by Dawson [96] (at Princeton) and Oscar Buneman [97–100] (at
Cambridge) and later developed by Birdsall and Langdon [101–103] at Berkeley.
A detailed description with historical background can be found here [88, 89, 101–
103]. The particle-in-cell simulation technique follows the motion of individual
particles in self-consistent electromagnetic fields and provides a self-consistent
solution of the fields and particle dynamics from first principles, without any
additional assumptions. There are a few disadvantages, e.g. limitations on
the number of particles gives rise to numerical thermal fluctuation and PIC
simulations are relatively computationally expensive. However now-a-days, the
continuous development of new faster microprocessors makes it possible to run
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PIC codes on even low cost desktop computers at home.
A PIC simulation has two important aspects: first, it provides insight into
areas where the theory is not complete or incorrect. When the assumption of
the theory can not be verified experimentally this is a most useful technique.
Secondly, one can consider PIC simulations as an extension of experiments,
either providing results that are unobtainable experimentally, or to compare
directly to experiments, enabling us to clarify the underlying mechanisms in-
volved in some experimental measurement. The second use is currently quite
limited because of the complexities rolling out from plasma chemistry and sur-
face processes.
It is often desirable to model plasma dynamics in the vicinity of an elec-
trode, independent of the bulk of the plasma. So the main aim of our work is to
study the electron and ion behaviour inside the sheath. Analytical [30, 36, 69]
or semi-analytical [104] models dealing with these problems are useful, but at
the same time these models have problems with assumptions used or a lack of
self-consistency. In addition, the natural presence of two separate spatial scales
in this problem (the sheath scale being the electron Debye length λD whereas
the bulk plasma/presheath scale being the ion mean free path λi) requires spe-
cial treatment of the boundary layer and presents difficulties to analytic ap-
proaches (see discussion in [105]). To achieve this the standard PIC scheme
has been modified in order to model only the sheath region and the plasma
in its neighborhood [106]. Thus in this method it is assumed that to the left
of the simulation region lies a half-infinite bulk plasma of given density and
temperature, while to the right a perfectly absorbing electrode exists. The left
boundary emits fluxes of electrons and ions corresponding to the presence of
the assumed half-infinite plasma. This modification makes it possible to model
the sheath with additional details compared to the traditional PIC implemen-
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tation on the same computational resources. This procedure has advantages in
principle and in practice. The advantages in principle are that, there is a pre-
cise control of the density, temperature and other parameters characterizing the
bulk plasma, and it also ensure that these quantities remain constant in time.
In other words, the assumptions of the theories discussed above are precisely
satisfied. The advantages in practice are that, since we explicitly simulate only
the part of the plasma that is of direct interest, we can obtain enhanced spatial,
temporal and statistical resolution for a given amount of computational work,
relative to the simulation of an entire plasma. The disadvantage, however, is
that the nature of the problem requires that the boundary on the bulk-side of
the plasma is treated independently, and there is a difficulty in doing so in a
self-consistent way. If the fluxes of particles emitted from the boundary are
not quite self-consistent, a potential difference appears between the boundary
and the plasma - so called “source sheath”- and particles entering or leaving
the plasma via the emissive boundary must traverse this source sheath. Con-
sequently, the velocity distributions and the densities of the electrons and ions
in the plasma may be distorted in comparision with the desired bulk plasma
parameters. This effect may be of no importance, it may be a nuisance [107];
in the present work it is of no importance because of the improved algorithm
that makes the source sheath potential small compared to the mean energies of
either electrons or ions at the emissive boundary [106]. An alternative approach
of modelling a semi-infinite magnetised plasma by PIC simulation is described
in [108].
2.2 PIC Technique - General Implementation
All the mathematical models to which particle simulation methods are applied
can be formulated as a set of charged particles interacting through self-consistent
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fields. Particles have a number of constant attributes like charge (q) and mass
(m), and variable attributes like position and velocity. The variable attributes
evolve according to equations of motion whose driving terms are given by the
field equations. So in general the motion of particles is produced by the forces
or fields. The fields are calculated from Maxwell’s equations by knowing the
positions of all the particles and their velocities. The forces on the particles can
then be calculated by using the Newton-Lorentz equation of motion by knowing
the electric and magnetic field. Fields can be calculated from initial charge and
current densities and these fields move the particles (small distance). Now
recalculate the fields due to the particles at their new positions and velocities
and this procedure is repeated for several time steps.
In this work the PIC model assumes a 1-D planar geometry. A relatively
small number of particles (105 − 106) are needed for 1-D case. Here, each of
the simulation particles is a charge sheet which can move under the influence
of self-consistent electric field inside the fixed simulation region. Each of these
super-particles represents a large number of ‘real’ particles typically equivalent
to approximately 1010 real particles. The position x and two velocities, ux in the
x-direction and u⊥ in the direction perpendicular to x is assigned by every super-
particle. The simulation region in which the super-particles exist is divided into
Nc cells resulting in a grid with Nc + 1 points. So the equation of motion for
the ith super-particle is (since only electric fields are considered here)
d2xi
dt2
=
q
mi
E(xi, t), (2.1)
here E represents the electric field, which can be calculated from Poisson’s
equation
d2Φ(x, t)
dx2
= −
ρ
ε0
, (2.2)
with
E(x, t) = −
dΦ
dx
. (2.3)
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2.2.1 Normalization of the physical quantities
Physical quantities can be described in terms of few fundamental quantities like
length, mass, time, electric charge and temperature. All physical quantities
have to be normalized to dimensionless variables in order to reduce the number
of calculations during computation. This can be done by normalising quanti-
ties/variables with respect to the characteristic lengths of the system: the size
of each spatial cell (∆x), the time integration step (∆t) and the weight of each
super-particle belonging to the sth type of species (Ws). Here weighting is de-
pendent on particle positions [88]. It is understood that the quantities ∆x, ∆t,
Ws have to be chosen in such a way that there is a balance between the desired
accuracy and computational cost. Normally accuracy is concerned with local
errors due to roundoff errors and truncation errors. Stability is concerned with
the propagation of errors. Sometimes even if truncation and roundoff errors are
very small, errors grow rapidly with time. So both criteria are very important
and minimal criteria for the simulation to be stable and accurate [88] are
 ωpe∆t < 0.2,

∆x
λD
< 0.5,
where λD is the electron Debye length, so that the electron plasma time and
spatial scales can be properly resolved.
The physical quantities used along with their rescaled counterparts are
shown in table (2.1). Other dependent parameters such as the current or the
kinetic energy can be calculated from these quantities.
2.2.2 The Particle Mover
The particle mover is the most time consuming part of PIC because it has to
be done for each particle separately. Thus, the pusher is required to be of high
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Table 2.1: Conversion of physical quantities to PIC variables
Parameter Rescaled Parameter
Position x x˜ = x
∆x
Time t t˜ = t
∆t
Velocity u u˜ = u∆t
∆x
Charge q q˜ = q
|qe|
Mass m m˜ = m
me
Surface number density ns n˜s =
ns∆x
Ws
Surface charge density ρ ρ˜ =
∑
s
ns∆x
Ws
accuracy and speed and due to this reason much efforts are made on optimizing
the different schemes. The most popular schemes for the particle mover are
explicit and implicit solvers. Explicit methods calculate the state of a system
at a later time from the state of the system at the current time, while implicit
methods find a solution by solving an equation involving both the current state
of the system and the later one. It is clear that implicit methods require an extra
effort, and they can be much harder to implement. However, many problems
arising in real life are stiff and require implicit methods as against explicit
methods because it requires impractically small time steps ∆t to minimize the
error. For other problems explicit solvers, despite the requirement of small
time steps, are preferred as they are simpler and much faster than implicit
solvers. The integration scheme used here is the usual leap-frog method, which
is an explicit solver. Here a particle’s position is known at time t, whereas its
velocity is known at time t − 1
2
∆t. Thus, at the next step the position and
velocity can be written as
xt+1 = xt + ut−
1
2∆t, (2.4)
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ut+
1
2 = ut−
1
2 +
qE(xt, t)
m
∆t, (2.5)
where t + 1 and t± 1
2
indicate times at t +∆t and t ±∆t/2. These equations
can be written in the rescaled variables as follows
x˜t+1 = x˜t + u˜t−
1
2 , (2.6)
u˜t+
1
2 = u˜t−
1
2 +
E˜(x˜t, t)
m˜
. (2.7)
2.2.3 Charge Density Assignment and Electric Field
Evaluation
Once all particle positions and velocities have been updated and new particles
have been loaded, it is essential to calculate the charge density on the discrete
grid points from the continuous particle positions. With the help of charge
density, fields can be calculated and finally the force at the particles from the
fields on the grid points. Let us consider the ith grid point of the charge grid
then the amount of charge assigned to it is given by
ρ˜ =
∑
s,k
q˜sQ(x˜k − xi), (2.8)
where s is the summation index for the particle species, k is the summation
index for the super-particles and Q is the interpolation kernel given by
Q(x− xi) =


1− |x− xi| if |x− xi| ≤ 1
0 otherwise.
(2.9)
So here the kernel described by equation (2.9) distributes the charge of every
super-particle to its two nearest grid points linearly (first-order), smoothing
the charge density. Detailed discussion of the different interpolation kernels
for both lower (zero-order weighting) and higher (second-order weighting) or-
der interpolation schemes can be found in the literature [101]. Higher order
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interpolation schemes result in an increased computational cost. Lower order
schemes (zero-order) will produce noisy density and electric field both in space
and time because of the sharp transition in density as a particle passes through
a cell boundary. These noisy results may not be suitable in many plasma prob-
lems. In general the kernel described by equation (2.9) gives the best tradeoff
between accuracy and speed [88].
The potential and electric field can be calculated on the grids by the use of
finite difference method, once the charge density is known
Φ˜i+1 = −
ρ˜i
ε0
+ 2Φ˜i − Φ˜i−1,
E˜i =
Φ˜i−1 − Φ˜i+1
2
.
(2.10)
Appropriate boundary conditions must be used for equation (2.10) and these
boundary conditions will be discussed in section (2.3.1).
2.2.4 Collisions
In a real plasma, many reactions play a role, ranging from elastic collisions, such
as collisions between charged and neutral particles, inelastic collisions, such as
electron-neutral ionization collision and also chemical reactions, each of them
requiring separate treatment. It is widely known that plasma chemistry plays
an important role in plasmas. However the entire complexity of these processes
cannot be fully integrated into numerical codes. The main reason is that this
would radically increase the number of modelled species needed and therefore
computational time, and other reason because there is lack of information (for
e.g. cross-sections) for some of the processes. So there is a compromise and
most simulations include only the most fundamental processes such as elas-
tic collisions, ionisation and excitation. In the present work, it is assumed
that ionisation is not an important process on the sheath scale (the ionisation
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length being usually much larger than the sheath dimensions), therefore only
two processes are taken into account: elastic scattering for electrons and charge
exchange with neutrals for ions. Most of the collision models handling charged-
neutral collisions use the direct Monte-Carlo scheme, in which all species carry
information about their collision probability. So a collision probability is calcu-
lated for each of the reactant species depending on their velocity from a known
cross-section. After that a random number is generated. The reaction occurs,
if the generated random number is smaller than the collision probability.
For the purposes of present research however it is desirable to produce a
simulation that compares with theoretical models which generally assume a
collision frequency independent of velocity. Therefore, initially
νm = ngσu, (2.11)
is calculated, where νm is the collision frequency, ng is the neutral gas density,
σ is the energy dependent cross-section and u is the relative velocity of the
participating species. Finally, νm∆t randomly picked super-particles undergo a
collision, at each simulation step.
2.3 Single Ion Species Model - An Implemen-
tation
In this section the single ion species semi-infinite plasma in contact with an
electrode in the case of collisions is going to be studied. We will derive the
expression for electric field inside bulk plasma by using the force equation.
One of the boundary condition inside bulk plasma is determined by this electric
field, discussed in next section. It is assumed here that the electrode is perfectly
absorbing and the plasma is isothermal in such a way that ∇p = kBT∇n [6]
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. Secondary electron emission from the electrode is not considered here. The
objective is to construct a simulation capable of modelling a finite portion of
this plasma from an arbitrary point inside the bulk, up to the electrode, and
drive this region with a sinusoidal RF current
Irf = I0 sin (ωrf t). (2.12)
Now the question is how particles can be loaded from the boundary and what
should be the boundary condition for the electric field. The equilibrium macro-
scopic force equation for species ‘s’ in the bulk of the plasma under consid-
erations (neglecting the inertial term ~u.∇~u and magnetic field ~B), is written
as
qsnsE − kTs
dns
dx
−msnsνmsus = 0, (2.13)
where νms is the momentum transfer frequency due to collisions of the relevant
species. By equation (2.13)
us =
qsE
msνms
−
kTs
msνms
∇ns
ns
. (2.14)
Flux of electrons and ions at any point must be equal in order to forbid the
charge built-up. So for both species, with Γe = Γi = Γ (also Γ = nsus) and
ne = ni = n, we have
µinE −Di∇n = −µenE −De∇n, (2.15)
which gives the electric field inside the bulk
E =
Di −De
µi + µe
∇n
n
. (2.16)
For one dimensional case
E =
Di −De
µi + µe
1
n
dn
dx
. (2.17)
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Substituting this value of E into the common flux relation (in ion equation) we
have
Γ = µi
Di −De
µi + µe
∇n−Di∇n,
= −
µiDe + µeDi
µi + µe
∇n.
(2.18)
For one dimensional case
Γ = −
µiDe + µeDi
µi + µe
dn
dx
= −Da
dn
dx
, (2.19)
where µs = |qs|/(msνms) are the mobilities, and Ds = kTs/(msνms) are the
diffusion coefficient. Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The density
profile of the species in the absence of ionisation is linear inside the bulk plasma.
2.3.1 Boundary Conditions and Initial Loading
In most cases, the boundary conditions are very important for the simulation
region’s physical processes. Different boundary conditions may cause quite dif-
ferent simulation results and improper sets of boundary conditions may intro-
duce nonphysical influences on the simulation system. From previous discussion
it is clear that the constant flux is the parameter that determines the behaviour
of the bulk plasma boundary. One can solve or find out the average velocity
of the species ub = Γ/nb at the boundary by setting a value for the flux and
calculate somehow what the density nb should be at the boundary. On the other
hand, the electric field at the boundary can be calculated by equation (2.17), if
gradient of the density is known at the boundary. How to get the values of the
density and its gradient is discussed in section (2.3.2).
Picking the density at the sheath edge as a controlling parameter in the
simulation is one way of determining flux. Then, assuming that the ions will
arrive at the sheath edge with an average velocity i.e. Bohm velocity uB =
(kBTe/mi)
1/2 [36], the ion flux can be calculated.
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An arbitrarily chosen linear density profile is assumed, to start the simu-
lation. Ion super-particles are loaded with velocities obtained from a warm
Maxwellian drifting at a velocity u(x) such that n(x)u(x) = Γ = const, where
n(x) is the ion density at any point. The quasi-neutrality is preserved by
subsequently loading sufficient electron super-particles from a warm-drifting
Maxwellian. There are different initial loading schemes and could be imple-
mented accounting for example for a density drop in the sheath region or for
particles which have suffered collisions, but it will not be discussed here.
2.3.2 Particle Loading
The loading of the particles at the boundary has to be done from particle
distributions which are as consistent as possible with the boundary conditions.
The artificial “source sheath” is created at the boundary in case of failure, as
discussed in the literature [107]. The simulation procedure is illustrated in the
flow chart given in figure 2.1. Once the simulation is started, at every step
Γ∆t/Wi ion super-particles that are obtained from a warm drifting Maxwellian
flux are injected from the boundary in the simulation. The drift ub of the
flux is such that Γ = nbub. Moreover, almost all RF current is carried by
the electrons because of me << mi. Again the displacement current at the
boundary is negligible because ωpe >> ωrf , so the loading of electrons can
be done in following way: by calculating the amount of charge Q(t) that has
left or entered the simulation region from the bulk boundary (also include the
newly loaded ions) at that particular step, sufficient electron super-particles are
injected so as to conserve the total current i.e. (Q(t) − JDC∆t − Jrf∆t)/eWe
super-particles. The electron super-particles are picked from time-dependent
warm drifting Maxwellian fluxes having drift velocity equal to ud = Jrf(t)/enb.
As the simulation evolves with time, the density profile is averaged near
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Figure 2.1: Flow of PIC Simulation
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the bulk boundary. At a certain time (normally several ion plasma periods)
the average density profile in the vicinity of bulk boundary is fitted by straight
line. The extrapolation of the line to the boundary yields what the new density
should be at the boundary. Also by knowing the flux, the loading fluxes for
both ions and electrons are altered accordingly so as to account for the new
drift velocities. Finally the electric field at the boundary is recalculated by
equation (2.17). This process runs until steady state is reached.
2.4 The Collisionless Case
In previous sections, plasmas that have some finite collision frequency have been
discussed. In some problems, the plasma is treated as completely collisionless
(by keeping neutral gas pressure zero) and in this case previous analysis is
applicable but with some simplifications. Here a presheath region for the planer
geometry cannot exist without collisions, therefore the ions injected into the
bulk region of the simulation area have to already satisfy the Bohm criterion.
So the ion loading is done by a warm Maxwellian drifting at the Bohm velocity.
This topic will be discussed again in the next chapter.
2.5 Input Parameters and Diagnostics in Code
The important input parameters used to run simulation are shown in table (2.2).
These are stored in a file which is parsed at the beginning of the simulation.
The diagnostics that the user would like to access are also indicated in the
same file. The most useful diagnostics that are built-in to the simualtion are
shown in table (2.3). These diagnostics are resolved in both time and space. In
order to improve accuracy, diagnostics are averaged over the RF cycles, once
convergence has occured and the simulation has reached equilibrium. For the
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Table 2.2: Input parameters for the PIC code
General Parameters Species Parameters Drive Parameters
∆t Time-step qs Charge frf RF frequency
Nc Number of cells ms Mass Irf RF Current amp.
l Simulation length Ts Bulk Temperature φ RF phase offset
Ntp Time-steps/period Γs Particle flux
Nt Number of steps Ws Super-particle weight
velocity distribution diagnostic, the user can choose the temporal and spatial
interval for the output distribution.
Table 2.3: Important Diagnostics in the PIC code
General Diagnostics Species Diagnostics
Electric Field Density
Potential Velocity Distribution
Displacement Current Temperature
Potential Energy Phase-space
f(u) moments
2.6 Summary
Summarising, a method for modelling a semi-infinite plasma in contact with
an electrode is presented which is based on particle-in-cell scheme. This imple-
mentation has couple of advantages. One is, with help of this it is possible to
simulate the sheath structure and the plasma in its vicinity independently of
the rest of bulk plasma. This achieves extended diagnostic detail that would be
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computationally very expensive in a generic particle-in-cell simulation. Other
one is, conditions that are usually used by analytic models can be imposed so
that the validity of these models can be tested.
In the context of present research work, it is assumed here that ionization
is not an important process on the sheath scale. The collisional model involves
only charge-exchange for the ions and elastic scattering for the electrons. How-
ever the plasma can be treated as collisionless, in which the method is simplified.
Finally, simulations with only one ion species is presented here and only in
planar geometry. However, the generalisation of the method to cylindrical and
spherical geometries is possible and more ion species could be included.
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CHAPTER 3
Stochastic Heating Phenomenon in Single Radio Frequency
Capacitively Coupled Discharges: The Fermi Acceleration
Mechanism
3.1 Introduction
Electrons are heated by time-varying fields in radio frequency (RF ) discharges.
In the case of a uniform oscillating electric field, a single electron is in coherent
velocity of motion that lags the phase of the electric field force −eE by 90◦.
As a result, the time-average power transferred from the field to the electron
is zero. This phase coherence of motion is disturbed by electron collisions with
other particles, leading to a net transfer of power. To visualize this in detail, let
us consider an ensemble of n electrons per unit volume. It is possible to write
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the expression for macroscopic current density as
J = enu, (3.1)
where u is the average velocity of electrons, and J is the current density. It is
possible to relate the amplitudes of J and E i.e. the strength of electric field
through a local conductivity:
J0 = σpE0, (3.2)
where σp = e
2n/m(νm+ jωrf) is the plasma conductivity and νm is the electron
collision frequency for momentum transfer. The ohmic power transfer per unit
volume is
P =
1
2
Re (J0.E
∗
0) =
1
2
|E0|
2Re(σp) =
1
2
|J0|
2Re(σ−1p ). (3.3)
It can be seen from equations (3.1) and (3.2) that the average electron velocity u
oscillates coherently with the electric field and the phase offset between them is
90◦ in absence of collisions (νm = 0). Although the average velocity is coherent
with the field, the basic mechanism that converts electric field to thermal energy
is the breaking of the phase-coherent motion of individual electrons by collisions
and is not present here, therefore, the energy exchange between the field and the
electrons, averaged over a whole cycle of the periodic field, is zero. In contrast,
the phase of the electron oscillation motion in the field is randomized locally
by inter-particle collisions (νm > 0), individual electrons lose phase coherence
with the field which gives rise to heating.
Landau [39, 109] was the first who suggested that a spatially nonuniform
electric field by itself might lead to electron heating, even in absence of inter-
particle collisions, provided that the electrons have sufficient thermal velocity
to sample the field inhomogeneity. He demonstrated the collisionless damping
of electrostatic waves in a warm plasma and it is variously referred in literature
as collisionless, non-collisional, stochastic, transit time, or anomalous heating
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or dissipation. In this case, the current density (J) at some point in the plasma
is defined not only by the electric field (E) at that point, but by an integrated
effect over the neighboring space. The time-varying field seen by an individual
“thermal” electron is non-periodic due to the spatial variation. As a result the
phase coherence can be lost since the field “observed” by an electron is non-
periodic even if the field itself is strictly periodic. Under these conditions the
loss of phase coherence can allow heating to occur.
The spatial variation of the time-varying field is strongly nonuniform in ca-
pacitive RF discharges and also in almost all discharges. Inside the bulk region
of plasma this electric field is due to the ambipolar and RF fields, and is very
weak in nature. Although this field can change the drift velocity and density
of electrons and maintain quasi-neutrality, it contributes little towards heating.
On the other hand, inside the sheath region near the plasma boundaries, the
electric field has a strong spatial and temporal dependence and is significantly
larger than the bulk plasma field. An electron, being confined between the
DC ambipolar and boundary sheath potential undergoes thousands of back and
forth collisions. Here an electron interacts repeatedly with the high field sheath
regions, but interacts weakly during its drift through the bulk plasma. This
idea suggests a dynamical model to study the energy transfer and loss of phase
coherence during the electron interaction with highly oscillating sheath. This
model was first introduced by Fermi [48] and will be discussed in the next sec-
tion. Collisionless heating is observed in experiments as well as in simulations,
and will be the key issues of discussion in this chapter.
3.2 Fermi Acceleration
Historically, Fermi acceleration is thought to be the primary mechanism by
which particles gain energy beyond the thermal energy in astrophysical shock
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Figure 3.1: A particle bounces between a fixed and as oscillating wall in Fermi
acceleration mechanism.
waves. In the usual model of Fermi acceleration, the wall oscillation motion is
specified and the motion of the particle is then determined. From the structure
of the motion of the particle in the velocity-position phase space, the conditions
for phase randomization and the heating rates can be determined. However,
the corresponding problem of collisionless electron heating in discharges has
additional complexity, because the spatially nonuniform RF heating fields must
be determined self-consistently with the electron motions. This self-consistent
problem has been treated within conventional (warm plasma) kinetic theory for
RF capacitive discharges assuming that all electron phases are randomized.
According to Fermi model, a particle bounces elastically between either a
fixed and an oscillating wall or two oscillating walls (see figure 3.1). Then the
change of velocity of a particle incident on the wall with velocity v can be
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written as
vr = −v + 2uw, (3.4)
where vr is the velocity of the particle after reflection and uw is the velocity
of the wall at the time of the collision. Equation (3.4) shows that the par-
ticle either loses or gain energy depending on whether the particle and wall
collide while moving towards the same (in phase) or opposite direction (out of
phase). According to Fermi’s argument, the particle will on an average gain
energy because head-on collisions are most frequent, provided there is no phase
correlation between the collisions.
The fermi acceleration process has been studied extensively as a paradigm
in physics and also applied in different fields. Initially very basic work has been
done to find the conditions under which phase coherence could be lost using a
classical model of Hamiltonian dynamics [110]. This model of energy gain by
repeated collisions of a particle with an oscillating wall was studied numerically
by Ulam et al. [111], who observed that the particle motion appeared to be
stochastic, but did not increase its energy on an average. Ulam’s result was
explained by subsequent authors with help of the combination of numerical and
analytical work. Zaslavskii and Chirikov [112] investigated the condition in
which the motion of particles collide with objects whose motion is completely
deterministic (a sawtooth wall velocity was assumed), and derived conditions
for the stochastic behaviour of a one-dimensional system. Similar studies has
been done by Brahic [113]. A “simplified” Hamiltonian mapping, in which the
oscillating wall transfer momentum to the particle but occupies a fixed position,
was introduced by Lieberman and Lichtenberg [114] and studied for arbitrary
wall velocities [110, 115]. Detailed discussion on Fermi acceleration can be found
in several review articles [116–118].
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3.3 Capacitive RF Discharges - Implementa-
tion of Fermi Acceleration
In early work, Gabor et al. [119] proposed an idea of electron interaction with
RF field in their attempt to resolve the “Langmuir paradox” of a Maxwellian
electron distribution in the positive column of a low pressure mercury arc DC
glow discharge having negligible electron-electron Coulomb collisions. This was
an astonishing result because in the pressure range where the measurements
were taken the electron mean free path largely exceeded the tube dimensions.
These results were explained by the self-maintained RF oscillations near the
DC sheath edge of positive column dispersing the electron velocities. They
believed that the electron interaction with the RF oscillations in the sheath
was without energy exchange and maintained solely by the energy flux of low
energy electrons, thus, generating a high energy tail of the distribution. Later,
Pavkovich and Kino [120] and Gould [121], found a numerical solution of the
appropriate Boltzmann equation. By analyzing the wall sheath impedance at
frequencies close to the plasma frequency, they showed that the electron reflec-
tion in the oscillating sheath is accompanied by RF energy absorption due to
the electron-wave interaction.
In the early 1960s, Mayer [122] was the first one who discussed collision-
less heating through Fermi acceleration in the context of RF plasma sheaths.
Later Godyak [28] discussed explicit application of Fermi acceleration to elec-
tron heating in capacitive discharges. He calculated the power deposition to
the plasma for a DC sheath with a small sinusoidally vibrating fluctuation, and
suggested that Fermi acceleration might be a major mechanism to sustain a
capacitive discharge at low gas pressures. These ideas were further developed
by Godyak [29, 123] and by Akhiezer and Bakai [124]. The later authors used
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a simplified Fermi model to calculate the heating rate. The interaction of hot
electron distribution with the RF field was studied by Alanakyan [125], and
they observed that the distribution function obeys a power law in energy space.
Goedde et al. [51] developed a partial self-consistent model of an RF discharge
by assuming a sinusoidal movement of the sheath, involving the Fermi accel-
eration mechanism with some physical constraints. According to this model,
electrons are continuously injected into a capacitive discharge at low velocity
and are lost by inelastic collisions or escape to the walls at higher velocity, and
determine the steady state distribution, finding a power law electron energy
distribution function i.e. f(E) ∝ E1/2. An almost fully self-consistent model of
the sheath was proposed by Lieberman [30]. Power deposition due to the Fermi
acceleration mechanism is calculated with this model. For the present work this
model is of particular importance, because it provides the most complete basis
for comparison.
One of the other alternative possibilities to describe and evaluate collisionless
heating was proposed by Kortshagen et al. [126]. It is based on the non-local
solution of the space and time dependent Boltzmann equation by reducing it
to a zero-dimensional space-time independent equation. This equation includes
the space-time averaged energy diffusion coefficient D(E), which gives all in-
formation required for the calculation of the power deposition to electrons.
Smirnov and Kaganovich with others, used the above approach and treated RF
discharges [31, 127] and stochastic heating specifically [128–130]. Phase ran-
domization and energy diffusion processes due to non-linear effects have been
investigated in Lichtenberg [118] and Buddemeier et al. [131] and further clas-
sified by Kaganovich et al. [129].
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3.3.1 Stochastic Heating - An Experimental Confirma-
tion
Early experimental evidence of stochastic heating are described in Godyak [29],
Godyak et al. [123], Godyak [33], and Popov et al. [132] and are summarized
in Godyak [32]. Electrical and plasma parameters were studied in a parallel-
plate capacitive RF discharges symmetrically driven at 40 MHz to 110 MHz
in mercury vapor in the literature. The current-voltage characteristic, the RF
power, the plasma density and the electron temperature were simultaneously
measured in the mercury, in the pressure range between 2× 10−4 Torr and 1×
10−1 Torr. The effective collision frequency νeff versus pressure was evaluated
from the shape of the measured discharge current-voltage characteristic [33,
123]. Their results showed that as the pressure reduces, the effective collision
frequency levels off to some finite value instead of dropping linearly as would
be the case if only ohmic heating was present. The same was investigated by
Popov and Godyak [132], but directly by measuring the RF power absorbed by
the discharge to calculate the νeff . In all these experiments the measurements
were done at relatively low RF voltages, and the power absorption due to ion
acceleration in the RF sheaths was neglected.
A thorough experimental study of symmetric RF discharge characteristics
in argon gas at a fixed frequency of 13.56 MHz and for a pressure range varying
from 3 mTorr to 3 Torr has been performed by Godyak and Piejak [44] and
Godyak et al. [75, 133]. The discharge length and diameter were 6.7 cm and
14.3 cm respectively, in an approximately uniform plane parallel configuration.
They performed measurements of the RF voltage, RF current, total power
absorbed, the central plasma density n0, mean electron energy, electron energy
distribution function (EEDF), ion current to the electrodes andDC bias voltage
in the RF sheath. By averaging Vrf(t) Irf(t) over an RF cycle, the total power
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deposition Ptot was calculated, and n0, the mean electron energy and EEDF were
determined using Langmuir probes [44, 75, 133]. Also, the power deposition to
the ions Pions was determined from the sheath DC bias voltage and the ion
current. With the help of plasma conductivity formula, the collisional power
absorption Pohm in the plasma bulk by the electrons due to ohmic heating was
calculated and it was compared to the total RF power transferred to the plasma
electrons Pel = Ptot − Pions. It was observed that at relatively high pressure
(p ≥ 0.1 Torr), the power absorption is entirely due to collisional dissipation,
i.e. Pel/Pohm ≈ 1. At lowest pressure (p ≈ 3 mTorr), collisionless power
deposition could be thousands of time larger than the ohmic power deposition
i.e. Pel  Pohm. Such a large difference between Pel and Pohm in the collisionless
heating regime is due to the stochastic heating in the RF sheath, which produces
a population of high energy electrons that maintain the discharge ionization. A
simultaneous drop in collisional electron heating in the plasma because of bulk
electron cooling and the associated decrease in νm due to the Ramsauer effect
is also observed.
It was reported by Godyak et al. [44] that the electron cooling occurs during
the heating mode transition when the discharge switches from a collisionally to
a stochastically dominated mode. There is also a dramatic change in the shape
of the EEDF during this process [133]. It was observed that in the ohmic heat-
ing regime the EEDF is Druyvensteyn-like, whereas in the collisionless heating
regime, the EEDF could be well approximated by a bi-Maxwellian distribution
with a hot and cold electron population. This transition is accompanied by a
corresponding sharp change in plasma density and mean electron energy [44].
In the stochastic heating regime the most of electrons have a very low energy,
and are trapped by the ambipolar DC field. These low energy electrons are
not able to reach the RF sheaths where stochastic heating takes place. So the
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low energy electrons have a very low electron-atom collision frequency and thus
they collisionlessly oscillate in a weak RF field and are unable to gain energy.
On the other hand, the high energy electrons overcome the ambipolar potential
and effectively interact with the oscillating RF sheath, bouncing between them.
The phase randomization can arise either directly from the dynamics or can be
induced by exogenous stochastic forces (e.g., inter-particle collisions) and these
electrons can be heated.
Finally, another kind of EEDF transition due to change in RF power was ob-
tained and studied by Buddemeier et al. [50] through experiment and numerical
simulation. Here evolution of the measured electron probability function with
discharge current (and voltage) at a fixed low argon pressure (67.4 mTorr), from
a Druyvesteyn-like distribution at low discharge voltage to a two-temperature
distribution at higher voltage. This transition is associated with the nonlin-
ear nature of electron heating in the RF sheath. At small discharge voltage,
the sheath heating is small or comparable to the bulk collisional electron heat-
ing. As RF current increases, the stochastic heating begins to dominate with
a corresponding restructuring of the electron energy distribution.
Above discussion shows that there is experimental evidence for collisionless
heating but not a detailed experimental characterization, because no one yet
succeeded in making direct measurement of fields and currents in capacitive
discharges. Other kinds of experiments, such as phase resolved optical emission
spectroscopy [134–137], also provide evidence that basic ideas are correct about
these heating effects, but again, such measurements do not directly corroborate
the theories. Due to all of these reasons simulation evidence of stochastic heating
to validate theories [1, 43, 58, 107, 138] are very important.
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3.3.2 Simulations
Simulation studies has been significantly contributed to understand stochastic
heating in general, or particularly collisionless heating through Fermi accel-
eration. The existence of stochastic electron heating produced by oscillating
electrode sheath in capacitively coupled discharges at low pressure has been
studied by Monte Carlo and particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation techniques in last
few decades [41, 50, 53, 54, 59, 107, 138]. Stochastic heating due to electron
reflection from oscillating sheaths was observed by Kushner [53] using a Monte
Carlo calculation. Monte-Carlo simulations assumes an analytic form for the
electric field with which the electrons interact and calculate power deposition.
This have been showed by Kushner [52] and Wendt et al. [54].
Experimental measurements done by Godyak and Piejak [44] were also com-
pared with a PIC simulation obtained by Vahedi et al. [103]. It was done in
argon plasma and a good agreement was found. The transition of the shape
of the EEDF from Druyvensteyn-like (at 500 mTorr) to bi-Maxwellian (at 70
mTorr) was also observed. Vender and Boswell [67] showed the existence of
more energetic electrons near the plasma edge due to local electron heating
increases the ionization there at higher pressure (λe  l). The ionization is
not constant, but follows the density variation in space and time of the more
energetic electrons. Vender and Boswell [59] also pointed out the importance of
electron inertia, power losses to the electrodes, and the lack of self-consistency
in models dealing with electron-sheath interaction. Using a semi-infinite PIC
simulation very similar to that described in chapter 2, Surendra and Vender
[107] studied heating in a collisionless sheath and provided scalings using the
ratio of the drift velocity to the thermal velocity of the electrons as a parame-
ter. Surendra et al. [138] used PIC simulations in a model gas based on helium
and showed that even if the secondary electron emission coefficient is set to
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zero, high-energy electrons which acquire their energy near the plasma-sheath
interface propagate through the discharge.
Several PIC codes have examined the spatial distribution of the electron
power absorption. The absorption is positive and large enough near the RF
sheath edge but it can become negative within certain regions in the discharge
bulk under the conditions of strong collisionless heating [55, 139]. This is par-
ticularly apparent in simulations at low pressures where the ohmic dissipation
(which is always positive) is small. When the phase of electron current (trans-
ferred from the stochastic heating at the RF sheath edge by the electron thermal
motion) differs from the phase of the local electric field by more than 900 the
negative power absorption occurs. The existence of negative power absorp-
tion inside the bulk region of capacitive RF discharges has not been confirmed
yet by experimental measurements, although this phenomenon is indicated by
some experimental results [140]. Another approach towards collisionless heat-
ing associated with RF sheath oscillations in capacitive RF discharges has been
discussed by Surendra and Dalvie [56] and by Turner [42]. They showed that
an approximation to the heating can be obtained within a macroscopic (fluid)
theory by incorporating pressure effects that arise during the expansion and
contraction of the sheath in a nonhomogeneous plasma model. The pressure
effect is caused by the difference in plasma density and electron energy between
the bulk plasma and the near-sheath plasma. When the sheath expands, elec-
trons flow into the adjacent bulk plasma and are compressed. At the same time,
electrons are rarefied as they flow into the opposite, collapsing sheath. Turner
showed that using finite electron thermal conductivity, these simultaneous rar-
efactions and compressions of the electron gas produce nonequilibrium thermal
disturbances, and the net work done is not zero. In this way, kinetic effects
are incorporated approximately into fluid model. Solving the fluid equations
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with the electron energy balance equation, Turner verified this approach using
PIC simulation. The terms in the moment equations derived from the Boltz-
mann equation has calculated explicitly through PIC simulation by Surendra
and Dalvie [56]. They showed that electron heating can be separated into two
terms, attributed to ohmic heating and pressure work respectively. An exhaus-
tive comparison of the results obtained from different types of models including
fluid, kinetic and hybrid simulations with the experimental results of Godyak
was undertaken by Surendra [141].
In final comment, the Fermi acceleration paradigm has been applied in ca-
pacitive RF discharges here as follows: electrons having temperature Te ≈ 2.5
eV move freely in the bulk, until they interact with the oscillating fronts of
the sheath electric fields. They reflect after collision. Since the sheath voltage
is the order of hundreds to thousands of volts and the electron temperature
is very small i.e. Te ≈ 2.5 eV , the electrons can be treated as “particles”
and the sheath field as a “hard wall”. Here the collisions can be considered
elastic. This approximation is referred in literature as the “Hard Wall Approxi-
mation”. We will study stochastic heating model of single frequency discharges
for self-consistent ion densities. We will also investigate the nature of stochastic
heating, and how it depends on various parameters.
3.4 Hard Wall Models: Self Consistent Dis-
charges
In this section, the capacitive RF sheath structure is described and the in-
stantaneous power deposition is calculated with the help of ‘hard wall’ model.
Problems with ‘hard wall’ model is also discussed. Shortcomings of the Godyak
model and the Lieberman [30] model are discribed here. Kaganovich’s [34] ki-
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the densities in a high voltage capacitive RF
sheath.
netic two step model is discussed and the time average stochastic heating given
by Lieberman [30] and Kaganovich et al. [91] is also calculated.
Let us start with the calculation of stochastic heating for a collisionless
nonuniform high voltage RF sheath [30]. The structure of the RF sheath is
shown in figure 3.2. Ions enter the ion sheath boundary at x = 0 with a velocity
of the order of the Bohm speed uB = (kBTe/mi)
1/2, are further accelerated
within the sheath by the sheath potential, and finally strike the electrode at
x = sm with high energies. The ion motion is collisionless. Since the ion
velocity increases as it approaches the electrode, due to ion flux conservation,
the ion density nsh(x) decreases continuously from its maximum value nsm (at
the ion-sheath plasma boundary) to its minimum value nw (at the electrode)
(see figure 3.2). So in a self-consistent discharge, the plasma density is not
uniform. In the figure, xsh(t) is the instantaneous position of the oscillating
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electron sheath edge. The electron sheath edge oscillates between the wall at
x = sm and the ion sheath boundary at x = 0. A self-consistent analysis of
the dynamics of a high voltage collisionless capacitive RF sheath is given in
Lieberman [30]. We will briefly discuss it here.
Let us consider a single electron incident on the sheath with velocity v,
which collides with the sheath electric field. Assuming the collision is elastic,
the incident electron reflects with a velocity
vr = −v + 2ush, (3.5)
where ush is the velocity of the plasma-sheath boundary. The difference in the
kinetic energy of electron after and before collision will be equal to its energy
gain or loss i.e.,
∆E =
1
2
me(v
2
r − v
2) = 2meush(ush − v). (3.6)
Now consider the whole electron distribution function and assume that only
those electrons arrive at the sheath edge which have a velocity higher than the
sheath velocity. So the instantaneous power deposition Sstoc(t) is equal to
Sstoc(t) =
∫ ∞
ush
(v − ush)fsh(v, t)∆E dv
= −2me
∫ ∞
ush
ush(v − ush)
2fsh(v, t) dv,
(3.7)
where fsh denotes electron distribution function at the sheath edge. The elec-
tron distribution function can be assumed at the sheath edge as a drifting
Maxwellian
f(v) = ne
(
me
2pikBTe
) 1
2
exp
[
−
me(v − ud)
2
2kBTe
]
, (3.8)
where ud and Te are the electron drift velocity at the sheath edge and electron
temperature respectively. We will now show that in any “hard wall” model
which has continuous current at the electron sheath edge, the instantaneous
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heating power given by equation (3.7) will vanish identically, within the frame-
work of hard wall assumptions. Let us begin by noting that it is always pos-
sible to write the incident particle velocity in equation (3.5) as the sum of the
drift velocity of the incoming particle distribution, ud, and a random thermal
component v′, so that v = ud + v
′. Similarly, the incoming particle velocity
distribution function fsh(v) in terms of a non-drifting distribution function g
such that gsh(v
′ + ud) = fsh(v) where
∫∞
−∞
(v′gsh(v
′)) dv′ = 0. Then
Sstoc(t) =− 2me
{∫ ∞
ush−ud
(ush − ud)(v
′ + ud − ush)
2gsh(v
′) dv′
+
∫ ∞
ush−ud
ud(v
′ + ud − ush)
2gsh(v
′) dv′
}
.
(3.9)
In the Godyak model ud = 0, and in the Lieberman model ud = u0, where u0
is the drift velocity at the ion sheath edge. But both of these cases are not
defensible. In fact, the only choice consistent with current conservation at the
electron sheath edge is ud = ush. In this case the first integral vanishes and the
second becomes
Sstoc(t) = −2meud
∫ ∞
0
v′2gsh(v
′) dv′,
= −2nsudTb,
= −2n0u0Tb,
(3.10)
where Tb is the effective electron temperature in the bulk plasma (which is as-
sumed constant). Since n0 is independent of time and u0 is a periodic function
averaging to zero, this result does not vanish instantaneously, but it is zero
when averaged over time [58]. The physical significance of this outcome can be
appreciated by considering the hard wall velocity exchange formula, equation
(3.5), when v = ud + v
′ and ush = ud. In this case vr = ud − v
′, whereupon it
becomes clear that when current is conserved, only the sign of the thermal part
of the particle velocities is exchanged on reflection from the moving sheath, so
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that the distribution of thermal velocities gsh is the same for particles leaving
the sheath as for those entering. This is why the first integral in equation (3.9)
is identically zero. Although the energy of electrons does change on reflection
at the electron sheath edge, this is necessary to preserve the drift energy, and
is not to be considered as a heating effect, any more than the oscillation of
electrons in the bulk plasma is considered a heating effect in the absence of col-
lisions. Thus the non-vanishing term in equation (3.9) is a contribution to the
oscillation of the electron drift energy, its presence required by the assumption
of a point-like electron sheath edge. To show a heating effect, a mechanism
must exist for modifying the distribution of thermal velocities. There is, there-
fore, no such phenomenon as “hard wall” stochastic heating when a current
conservation condition must be satisfied in the vicinity of the wall. The only
possible exception to this result appears to arise when the thermal velocity dis-
tribution of the incoming electrons varies with time. Lieberman has obtained
a positive net power deposition for a collisionless RF sheath driven by a sinu-
soidal current J(t) = J˜0 sin (ωrf t), by assuming fsh = gsh(v − u0) instead of
fsh = gsh(v−ush). Here u0 is the electron drift velocity at the Bohm point. By
using the analytic expression for the sheath velocity calculated in Lieberman
[30], with above assumption, Sstoc(t) becomes
SstocL =
3pi
32
Hmensmv¯eu
2
0 , (3.11)
where v¯e = [8kBTe/(pime)]
1/2 is the mean electron thermal velocity, nsm is the
ion density at the ion-sheath plasma boundary and H is a dimensionless pa-
rameter given by equation (1.5). Taking the drift velocity of the electrons (u0)
at the sheath edge violates the electron flux continuity and therefore current
conservation: for the flux to be conserved between the Bohm point and the
electron sheath edge, the essential condition is nshush = ne(x)ue(x) = n0u0 ev-
erywhere. Since the electron density drops as we approach the electron sheath
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edge, it is apparent that ush has to increase in order to satisfy continuity, and
therefore Lieberman’s model is inconsistent. Surendra and Dalvie [56] noticed
it first and also remarked that using the correct drift velocity for the electrons
produces zero net heating as already shown above.
Lieberman [30] also neglected the bulk oscillation, and neglecting the bulk
motion tends to overestimate the stochastic heating. Kaganovich [34] investi-
gated the kinetic effects that distort the electron velocity distribution from a
Maxwellian by using a two-step ion density model. If the bulk motion is taken
into account then the hard wall model can be used for the calculation of Sstoc
has been shown by Kaganovich et al. [91]. The transitional electric field was
calculated by Kaganovich, which gives the non-stationary component of the
distribution required for the current conservation. He showed that this tran-
sitional field redistributes energy between the fast and slow electrons without
substantially changing the total stochastic heating. We will briefly discuss it
here.
Lieberman [30] described the self-consistent analysis of the dynamics of a
high voltage collisionless capacitive RF sheath. At the electron sheath edge,
the plasma density nsh[x = xsh(t)], is given as a parametric function of the
phase of the sheath motion φ = ωrf t (see figure 3.2). For condition 0 < φ < pi,
we have
nsh(φ) =
nsm
HN(φ) + 1
, (3.12)
where
N(φ) ≡ −
(
3
8
sin 2φ−
1
4
φ cos 2φ−
1
2
φ
)
. (3.13)
The electron plasma sheath edge starts at the ion sheath boundary where nsh =
nsm at φ = 0 and reaches the wall or electrode where nsh = nw at φ = pi. Thus
the ion density at the wall is given by
nw = nsh(pi) =
nsm
1 + 3piH/4
. (3.14)
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Because of current continuity condition,
nsh(φ) vsh(φ) =
J˜0
e
sin φ = nsmub sin φ , (3.15)
on an average the electron sheath velocity vsh(φ) is much larger than the bulk
electron oscillation vb(φ) = ub sin φ that supports the current. The hard wall
model used by Lieberman neglects this bulk motion to calculate Sstoc, given by
equation (3.11).
A result for Sstoc for the nonuniform ion sheath density profile nsh(φ) is
derived by Kaganovich et al. [91] and is shown by equation (3.12). In his
kinetic two-step model, Kaganovich [34] showed that the transitional electric
field E1(x) redistributed energy from the fast to the slow electrons without
affecting the total heating. Kaganovich et al. [91] used this result to justify a
hard wall calculation for Sstoc in a nonuniform sheath, which neglected E1(x),
but took the bulk oscillation into account. Note that the sheath velocity is given
by the effective sheath velocity (vsh − vb) in the reference frame moving with
the bulk, and assuming that the electron velocity distribution is a stationary
Maxwellian in this frame. Now by using equation (3.7), the final expression for
stochasting heating given by Kaganovich et al. [91] is
SstocK = GK(H)SstocL , (3.16)
where
GK(H) =
〈
N(φ)2sin2φ
N(φ) + 1/H
〉
≈
H
H + 1.1
. (3.17)
Here GK(H)→ 1 for large H and SstocL provides an upper limit for SstocK .
Finally by substituting equation (3.14) for nsm in equation (1.5), we have
H =
J˜20
pieε0Teω
2
rfnw(1 + 3piH/4)
. (3.18)
Since J˜0, Te and nw are all available from the PIC data, the above quadratic
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equation (3.18) in H can be solved to obtain
H = −
2
3pi
+
2
3pi
√
1 +
3J˜20
eε0Teω2rfnw
. (3.19)
Once H is known, nsm can be calculated by using equation (3.14).
3.5 Single Frequency Self-Consistent PIC Sim-
ulation
It is clear from the previous discussion that for the basis of consistent theory,
a hard wall approach is not sufficient. In kinetic theory and the kinetic-fluid
approach [42, 43, 57, 142], it is not easy to see how to avoid the heuristic
elements in a mathematically tractable fashion. The other possibility is that a
better sheath model than that of Lieberman [30] is needed, in particular, because
the representation of the electron sheath edge as a step function may be one
of the less satisfactory approximations that feature in all models [143, 144]. In
a further step to improve these models, the results should be compared with
simulations and experiments. Simulations are the only choice because there are
no experiments that fulfill the purpose. In this regard, it is to be noted that all
theoretical models lead to a result given by the following equation
Sstoc =
3pi
32
Hmensmv¯eu
2
0G(H) , (3.20)
where H can be interpreted as a sheath structure factor defined by equation
(1.5). All theories agree on the form given by the above equation (3.20) and
this facilitates both the comparisons of theories and that of theories with simu-
lations. Furthermore, if the theories are correct in agreeing on the above form,
then we can set aide the differences between the theories and simply choose
G(H) to agree with simulation data. In effect, this approach has been pursued
in recent work by Kawamura et al. [1]. It is briefly described here.
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Kawamura et al. [1] conducted a PIC simulation of current-driven argon
discharges in which both ions and electrons were moved. The applied RF
frequency frf was 27.12 MHz and the RF current drive amplitude J˜0 varied
from J˜0 = 18 − 100 A/m
2 for the density variation nsm = 5 × 10
14 − 6 × 1015
m−3. The corresponding value of H increased from 1.7 to 5.7. Here the electron
Figure 3.3: Comparisons of different theoretical expressions with particle-in-cell sim-
ulations of stochastic heating in single frequency capacitive discharges, from Kawa-
mura et al. [1]. The solid line denotes ‘Kaganovich et al.’ corresponds to equation
(3.16) and the dashed-dot line denotes ‘Lieberman’ corresponds to equation (3.11).
The number of data points are rather small i.e. five points from H = 1.7− 5.7.
temperature Te is 2 eV and the ion temperature Ti is 0.03 eV. They concluded
that simulation data takes the form of equation (3.20), and that equation (3.16)
best agrees with their numerical values. These data are reproduced in figure
(3.3). On these grounds, equation (3.16) is the most appropriate formula. Here
it is to be noted that the number of data points is rather small, and an improved
formula might be found by generating a larger simulation database.
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From equation (3.21), it is clear that there are four scaling parameters (i.e.
J˜0, Te, ωrf and nsm) which can control the stochastic heating.
H =
J˜20
pieε0Teω2rfnsm
(3.21)
There are different ways to scale these parameters. We will discuss three ap-
proaches for the given applied RF frequency of frf = 27.12 MHz in our simula-
tions to investigate the validation of analytical models. Here the PIC simulation
is conducted for current-driven argon discharges in which both electrons and
ions were moved by the usual PIC method. Plasma is considered collisionless
here so there are no electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions etc. The ions
and electrons are loaded initially and evolve with time until the self-consistent
steady-state configuration is achieved. The basic input parameters for these PIC
simulations are: electron temperature Te ∼ 2.5 eV, ion temperature Ti ∼ 0.03
eV and system length l ∼ 0.04− 0.1 m.
The first approach : In the first approach benchmarking of the analytical
model is the same as that used by Kawamura et al. [1] where H is calculated
by varying J˜0 and nsm simultaneously. The value of H ≈ 0.6− 18 for a current
drive amplitude of J˜0 = 5 − 185 A/m
2 and the corresponding densities are
nsm ≈ 2× 10
14 − 6× 1015 m−3. The electron thermal velocity, v¯e ≈ 1.058× 10
6
m/s, stays approximately constant.
Figure (3.4) shows the averaged ion and snapshots of the electron density
profile in the collisionless case. The ion sheath density nsh(x) decreases mono-
tonically from a maximum density at the ion sheath boundary to a minimum
of nw = 2.62× 10
14 m−3 at the wall. Here argon gas is used at J˜0 = 110 A/m
2
i.e. H = 7.57. In figure (3.4), plasma wave propagation can also be observed.
These waves are the result of the progressive failure of quasi-neutrality at the
electron sheath edge and are more visible during the expansion of the sheath
towards the bulk plasma. This phenomena will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.4: Snapshots of PIC simulation ion and electron density profiles for the
collisionless case. The solid line represents the average ion density and the electron
density is represented by dashed lines during different times of an RF period i.e. Trf .
Conditions : argon gas, J˜0 = 110 A/m
2, frf = 27.12 MHz, H = 7.57, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV .
The power deposition calculated by PIC simulation needs to be compared
with that predicted by the models of Lieberman [30] and Kaganovich et al. [91].
The average power per unit area deposited into the plasma by the oscillating
sheath can be calculated directly from PIC simulation by
Sstoc =
1
T
∫ sm
0
∫ T
0
JeE dt dx , (3.22)
where E is the electric field and Je is the electron current density.
Figure (3.5) show the time-averaged local heating rate 〈Je.E〉 for given values
of H between 0.63 to 18.14. Here the results are plotted in two separate graphs,
for lower values of H (H < 5) i.e. case (a) in figure (3.5) and for higher values
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Figure 3.5: Figure shows the PIC simulation results for 〈Je.E〉 for the self-consistent
mobile-ion argon discharges. (a) H = 0.63 − 3.86 (b) H = 5.19 − 18.14
of H (H > 5) i.e. case (b) in figure (3.5), for better visualization. Since H
increases by increasing J˜0, the overall heating increases for the higher values of
H .
Analytical models do not account for electron loss at the electrode. In order
for the comparison of simulations with analytical models, the contribution to
the power per unit area by the electrons which are being lost at the electrode
has to be excluded. To implement this idea, in simulation the RF current i.e.
J(t) is set zero in each case. In steady state, the sheath edge is determined
and the stochastic heating upto the sheath edge is calculated in each set of
simulation. This is the power per unit area by the electrons which are being
lost at the electrode and has been excluded in each case here.
Figure (3.6) shows the variation of normalized stochastic heating G(H) ≡
Sstoc/SstocL, for the two cases of included and excluded electron loss at an elec-
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Figure 3.6: Normalized stochastic heating G(H) ≡ Sstoc/SstocL from the PIC simu-
lation without correction (circles), with correction (triangles) and the Kaganovich et
al. model (solid line). The Lieberman hard wall limit also shown (dashed line).
trode, with respect to H . The PIC simulation (circles) is compared with the
result from Kaganovich et al. [91] GK(H) given in equation (3.17) and the
Lieberman model [30] having GL = 1 (dashed line). It is clear from the figure
that the uncorrected PIC data, which includes the electron loss at an electrode,
fairly agrees with the Kaganovich et al. model for the large range of H . On
the other hand the corrected PIC data (dotted line with triangles), which ex-
cludes the electron loss at the electrode, more closely agree with the Lieberman
model especially for lower values of H . Again for higher values of H > 10, the
stochastic heating for both cases is not significantly different.
The second approach: In the second approach the stochastic heating is
investigated by keeping the density (nsm) constant and varying the current den-
sity amplitude J˜0. Here by keeping Te, nsm and ωrf constant and varying the
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Figure 3.7: Normalized stochastic heating G(H) ≡ Sstoc/SstocL for a range of dif-
ferent densities from 2× 1014 m−3 to 1× 1016 m−3 from the mobile PIC simulations
and the Kaganovich et al. model (solid line). The Lieberman hard wall limit is also
shown (dashed line).
current density amplitude J˜0 changes the stochastic heating. We have investi-
gated this point for a range of different densities from 2× 1014 m−3 to 1× 1016
m−3. The electron temperature Te is 2.5 eV and ion temperature is at nearly
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room temperature i.e. Ti = 0.03 eV. The parameter v¯e = 1.058× 10
6 m/s did
not vary with J˜0 and stayed approximately constant.
In figure (3.7), the normalized stochastic heating G(H) ≡ Sstoc/SstocL from
the mobile-ion PIC simulations for a range of different densities from 2 × 1014
m−3 to 1×1016 m−3 is compared to the Kaganovich et al. [91] result for GK(H)
given in equation (3.17). The Lieberman [30] hard wall limit, GL(H) = 1, is
also shown (dashed line). As we discussed, the analytic models do not account
for electron loss at the electrode so in order for the comparison to be made,
the contribution to the power per unit area by the electrons which are being
lost at the electrode has to be excluded. In figure (3.7), solid circles and solid
triangles show the values of stochastic heating calculated by including the value
of electron loss at the electrode. Hollow circles and hollow triangles represents
the value of stochastic heating calculated when the value of electron loss at an
electrode is excluded.
Figure (3.7) is divided into three different density ranges i.e. low densities
(nsm < 1×10
15 m−3), intermediate densities (1×1015 < nsm < 1×10
16 m−3) and
high densities (nsm ≥ 1×10
16 m−3). In the case of low densities, for 2×1014 m−3
and 5×1014 m−3, the range in which values ofH fairly agree with Kaganovich et
al. [91] is 0.6 - 2.5 and 1.0 - 3.5 respectively. For H > 2.5 and 3.5 the stochastic
heating increases rapidly. Similarly, for intermediate densities of 3 × 1015 m−3
and 5×1015 m−3, the range of H which fairly agree with Kaganovich et al. [91]
is 4 - 9.18 and 4.2 - 15 respectively. In each case after the upper critical limit of
H (in which the analytical model agrees with simulation results) the stochastic
heating increases rapidly. Finally for the higher density case i.e. 1 × 1016 m−3
the range of H which fairly agree with Kaganovich et al. [91] model is 6 - 20.
Again in this case, after the upper critical limit of H , the stochastic heating
increases rapidly.
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Based on the above observations, the following conclusions can be made:
1. At constant density the simulation results agree with the Kaganovich et
al. [91] model in a certain range of H .
2. For lower density, the Kaganovich et al. [91] model agrees with simula-
tion results for lower values of H . Similarly, for intermediate and higher
density, the Kaganovich et al. [91] model agrees with simulation results
for intermediate and higher values of H respectively.
3. The maximum range of H for which the simulation results fairly agree
with the Kaganovich et al. [91] model is for densities 5 × 1015 m−3 and
1× 1016 m−3.
4. In each case, for the lower critical limit of H (in which the simulation
agrees with the analytical model), the value of stochastic heating calcu-
lated by considering the value of electron loss at an electrode is closer to
Lieberman’s [30] model than to the Kaganovich et al. [91] model. It is
clear that for values of H near to the lower critical limit of H the cor-
rection by electron loss at an electrode is significant, but for values of H
near to the higher critical limit of H , this correction is not significant.
Now we will discuss one specific case of 3 × 1015 m−3 in detail. Figure (3.8)
shows the time-averaged local heating rate 〈Je.E〉. For J˜0 = 45 − 102 A/m
2,
values of H vary between 2.34 and 14.57. This figure shows that when the value
of H changes from 9.18 to 14.57, stochastic heating increases rapidly. So here
9.18 is the upper critical limit of H .
Figure (3.9) shows the spatiotemporal profile of full Je.E. Here for lower
values of H , the stochastic heating phenomenon occurs near the sheath edge.
While increasing J˜0 i.e. H , the sheath width increases and the region near
the sheath edge which shows stochastic heating broadens. However there is a
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Figure 3.8: PIC simulation results for 〈Je.E〉 for the self-consistent mobile-ion argon
discharges for density 3× 1015 m−3.
transition when H goes from 9.18 to 12.31 and a burst in stochastic heating is
observed.
Let us investigate the reason for this rapid increase in stochastic heating
above a critical limit of H . Figure (3.10) shows the trajectory of ions in velocity
phase space for the case of J˜0 = 98 A/m
2. Here the positive velocity indicates
direction towards the sheath (or electrode) and a negative velocity indicates
direction towards the bulk plasma i.e. opposite to the sheath. The ion motion
is collisionless within the sheath and ions are accelerated by the sheath electric
field, a basic assumption of all analytical models. In simulation, the trajectory
of a few thousand ions are saved, out of which few ion trajectories show that ions
are reflected back to the bulk plasma from near the sheath edge. In figure (3.10),
case (a) shows that ion propagate towards the sheath without any deflection in
bulk plasma, enter inside the sheath and finally hit the electrode. The majority
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Figure 3.9: Spatiotemporal profile of Je.E for density 3× 10
15 m−3.
of ions in simulation behave like this. Case (b), (e), (g) and (i) show the
reflection of ions from near the sheath region. These cases indicate that ions slow
down while approaching towards sheath region, stop for a while (trajectory is
flat at edge) and finally reflect back towards the bulk plasma. However, case (e)
and (i) indicate that ions move outside the simulation region and case (b) and (g)
show that ions remain in the simulation region after reflection from the sheath
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Figure 3.10: Trajectories of ions in velocity phase space. Conditions: argon gas, J˜0 = 98 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV ,
frf = 27.12 MHz.
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Figure 3.11: Spatiotemporal profile of electric field. (a) For J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 (b) For
J˜0 = 102 A/m
2. Conditions: argon gas, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV , frf = 27.12
MHz.
region. Case (c) shows that ion slow down near the sheath region, the velocity is
negative for a while and after that it is accelerated inside the sheath and finally
hits the electrode. Case (d), (f) and (h) demonstrate that ions reflect back from
near the sheath region. After travelling a certain distance inside the bulk plasma
(opposite to sheath), the velocity becomes positive and it again moves towards
the sheath and finally accelerates and hits the electrode. It is to be noted that
the distance travelled inside the bulk plasma after reflection is different in these
three cases. The only reason behind the ion reflection from near sheath region is
the presence of strong field reversal during the sheath expansion. Figure (3.11)
shows the spatiotemporal profile of the electric field for J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 and
J˜0 = 102 A/m
2. Here because of ion reflection from near sheath region, there is
a density jump in bulk plasma from 3×1015 m−3 to 5.2×1015 m−3 and 5.7×1015
m−3 for the case of J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 and J˜0 = 102 A/m
2 respectively. Figure (3.12)
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Figure 3.12: Ion and electron density profile for J˜0 = 95 A/m
2 and J˜0 = 102
A/m2 at density 3× 1015 m−3 . Conditions: argon gas, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV ,
frf = 27.12 MHz.
shows the time average ion and snapshots of electron density profile for J˜0 = 95
A/m2 and J˜0 = 102 A/m
2 at density 3×1015 m−3. It is clear from this figure that
the density jumps from 3× 1015 m−3 to 5.7× 1015 m−3 when J˜0 varies from 95
A/m2 to 102 A/m2. Equation (3.20) shows that stochastic heating depends on
density. However this density is either considered as bulk density or density at
the ion sheath-plasma boundary. The density distribution inside the simulation
region drastically changed for these two cases. Calculating ion density at sheath
edge by knowing the nw (ion density at the electrode) is 2.3844× 10
15 m−3 and
2.2077 × 1015 m−3 for J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 and J˜0 = 102 A/m
2 respectively. For
J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 the analytical and simulation stochastic heating is SstocL =
554.59 W/m2 and Sstoc = 573.78 W/m
2 respectively. Similarly, for J˜0 = 102
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A/m2 the analytical and simulation stochastic heating is SstocL = 759.19 W/m
2
and Sstoc = 2310.4 W/m
2 respectively. On the other hand, stochastic heating
calculated by considering bulk density, for J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 and J˜0 = 102 A/m
2
the analytical stochastic heating is SstocL = 121.22 W/m
2 and SstocL = 115.1
W/m2 respectively. These results are tabulated in table (3.1). Here the heating
Table 3.1: Stochastic heating (both analytical and simulation) for the case of J˜0 = 98
A/m2 and 102 A/m2.
J˜0
(Sstoc)analytical
(ion sheath edge density)
(Sstoc)analytical
(bulk density)
(Sstoc)simulation
98 A/m2 554.59 W/m2 121.22 W/m2 573.78 W/m2
102 A/m2 759.19 W/m2 115.1 W/m2 2310.4 W/m2
predicted by analytical model is significantly less than the heating calculated by
PIC simulation because of the density jump inside the bulk plasma. Normally
the analytical stochastic heating does not vary much either taking ion density
from the bulk plasma or at the ion-sheath edge. Here, due to a density jump
inside the bulk plasma the amplitude of the bulk electron oscillation velocity
(ub = J˜0/en0) and H drops significantly, as a result analytical heating is much
less. This indicates that the electron dynamics of the heating mechanism is
different for these cases where strong field reversal region is present and ion
reflection phenomenon occurs from near sheath edge. So the existing analytical
models are not applicable here.
All analytical models make a basic assumption that ion motion within the
sheath is collisionless and ions are accelerated by the sheath electric field. We
have observed in simulation cases where the burst in heating is observed, the
time averaged ion current at the electrode also drops significantly. Figure (3.13)
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Figure 3.13: Time average ion current at the electrode for densities 3 × 1015 m−3
and 5 × 1015 m−3. Conditions: argon gas, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV , frf = 27.12
MHz.
shows that the average ion current (< Ji >) at the electrode for densities 3×10
15
m−3 and 5×1015 m−3 drops down nearly 20% and 15% respectively for the cases
(J˜0 = 98 and 102 A/m
2 for 3× 1015 m−3 and J˜0 = 160 A/m
2 for 5× 1015 m−3)
where ion reflection phenomenon from near sheath region is observed. The same
trend is also observed for other density cases.
The third approach: In the second approach, it is observed that the
maximum range of H for which the simulation results follow the Kaganovich
et al. [91] model is for densities in the range of 5 × 1015 m−3 to 1 × 1016 m−3.
So in the present approach we studied the effect of electron temperature Te on
stochastic heating at a density of 5×1015 m−3. The input parameters are: J˜0 =
130 A/m2, frf = 27.12 MHz and Ti = 0.03 eV. The electron temperature varies
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Figure 3.14: Normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL scaling with electron tem-
perature Te. Conditions: argon gas, J˜0 = 130 A/m
2, Te = 1.7 − 10 eV , Ti = 0.03
eV , frf = 27.12 MHz.
from 1.7 eV to 10 eV. Equation (3.21) shows that H decreases by increasing Te.
The change in Te signifies the change in electron thermal velocity v¯e. Here for
Te varying from 1.7 eV to 10 eV, the corresponding v¯e varies from 0.8726× 10
6
m/s to 2.116× 106 m/s.
Figure (3.14) shows the plot of normalized stochastic heating i.e. Sstoc/SstocL
versus H . We can make the following conclusions from this figure:
1. It is clear from the figure that the range of values of H which fairly agree
with the Kaganovich et al. [91] model is from 4 to 13.5. In the second
approach the range of H which follows the Kaganovich et al. [91] model
for the density 5× 1015 m−3 is 4.2 to 15. So the range of H is roughly the
same and does not change by varying the electron temperature Te while
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Figure 3.15: Spatiotemporal profile of electric field (surface plot). (a) For Te = 1.8
eV (b) For Te = 2.0 eV . Conditions: argon gas, J˜0 = 130 A/m
2, density = 5× 1015
m−3, Ti = 0.03 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz.
keeping the other parameters constant (present approach) or by varying
J˜0 while keeping the other parameters constant (second approach).
2. For higher values of H (H > 14) or lower values of Te (Te < 2 eV ) the
stochastic heating increases rapidly.
The reason for this burst of stochastic heating after a critical limit of H is the
same as was explained in the second approach. Figure (3.15) shows the spatio
temporal profile of electric field for Te = 1.8 eV and 2.0 eV which corresponds
to H = 14.46 and 13.16 respectively. This figure clearly indicates the presence
of field reversal at the time of sheath expansion, near the sheath region. The
signature of ion reflection from near sheath region is also observed for these
cases.
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3.6 Frequency Scaling
In a CCP reactor, processes can be optimized simply by varying the frequency
[145–147]. A frequency increase improves plasma-generation efficiency (i.e. the
electron density obtained for a given input power) in CCPs [6, 148–150]. A
commonly used frequency is 13.56 MHz for a variety of thin film deposition
and etching applications. Typically, high plasma densities (or ion fluxes) are
required to increase deposition and etch rates and low ion energies are desired
to minimize film damage. Therefore, higher deposition and etch rates with
improved anisotropy, uniformity and film quality are needed.
Plasma density and ion flux in a CCP reactor increase with applied RF
voltage, at a fixed frequency. However, the gain in flux is accompanied by
an increase in the plasma potential and ion energy, restricting the usefulness
of the 13.56 MHz CCP reactor. The applied RF frequency (ωrf) in CCPs is
greater than the ion plasma frequency (ωpi) and less than the electron plasma
frequency (ωpe), i.e. ωpi < ωrf < ωpe. The effect of frequency variation on
stochastic heating (in a collisionless plasma) in single frequency capacitively
coupled argon discharges is investigated here. It is to be noted that at low
RF frequencies (when ωrf approach towards ωpi), the ions respond to the time-
varying fields within the sheath, rather than to their average value. In this case
the existing analytical models for stochastic heating (e.g. Lieberman [30] and
Kaganovich [34]) are not valid. From equation (3.21), it is clear that H can be
kept constant by different methods, two approaches for which are discuss here:
1. by varying the current density amplitude J˜0 and density nsm simultane-
ously.
2. by varying only the current density amplitude J˜0 at constant density nsm.
PIC simulations were conducted for current-driven argon discharges. The plasma
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Figure 3.16: Normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL for two different constant
H i.e. 5 (solid triangles) and 7 (solid circles).
is considered collisionless here (i.e. no electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions
etc.). The ions and electrons are loaded initially and the simulation is run until
the steady-state configuration is achieved.
The first approach: Firstly, the average power per unit area scaling with
frequency for a constant H , will be discussed. For this case H is kept constant
by varying the current density amplitude J˜0 and density nsm simultaneously.
Figure (3.16) represents the normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL scal-
ing with frequency ωrf/ωpe for two different values of H i.e. 5 and 7. For H = 5
the density is varied from ∼ 2×1014 m−3 to 5×1016 m−3. The applied frequency
is frf ≈ 2− 158 MHz and the corresponding current density amplitude is J˜0 ≈
1.36−1653.74 A/m2. Higher frequencies are computationally expensive to sim-
ulate because of the smaller simulation time-step needed. Here the ion plasma
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frequency fpi varies from 0.469 MHz to 7.414 MHz and the electron plasma fre-
quency fpe goes from 0.127 GHz to 2.008 GHz. For H = 7 the density is varied
from 2×1014 m−3 to 1×1017 m−3. The applied frequency is frf ≈ 2−180 MHz
and the corresponding current density amplitude is J˜0 ≈ 1.56−3162 A/m
2. The
ion plasma frequency fpi varies from 0.469 MHz to 10.485 MHz and the elec-
tron plasma frequency fpe varies from 0.127 GHz to 2.839 GHz. These results
are tabulated in table (3.2). From figure (3.16), it is clear that for H = 5 the
Table 3.2: The first approach: Frequency scaling for H = 5 and 7.
H n (m−3) J˜0 (A/m
2) frf (MHz) fpi (MHz) fpe (GHz)
5 2× 1014 - 5× 1016 1.36 - 1653.74 2 - 158 0.469-7.414 0.127-2.008
7 2× 1014 - 1× 1017 1.56 - 3162 2 - 180 0.469-10.485 0.127-2.839
normalized stochastic heating is almost constant from ωrf/ωpe ∼ 0.032− 0.079.
Heating decreases rapidly for ωrf/ωpe < 0.032. So when frf/fpi < 7, stochastic
heating rapidly decreases. The negative heating shown at low ωrf/ωpe is due to
the large number of electrons being lost to the electrode, this results in a loss
of power that is greater than the stochastic heating at the sheath edge. For the
case of H = 7, normalized stochastic heating is almost constant in the range
of ωrf/ωpe ∼ 0.024− 0.065. It promptly decreases for ωrf/ωpe < 0.024. In this
case when frf/fpi < 6, stochastic heating is rapidly decreased. In these cases
the contribution to the power per unit area by the electrons which are being
lost at the electrode is not excluded.
The second approach: Now consider the second case in which H is kept
constant by varying only the current density amplitude J˜0 at constant density
nsm.
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It is shown in figure (3.17). In this case the contribution to the power per unit
area by the electrons which are being lost at the electrode has been excluded.
The applied frequency is frf ≈ 9 − 40 MHz and the corresponding current
density amplitude is J˜0 ≈ 35−160 A/m
2 at density 5×1015 m−3 and frf ≈ 9−51
MHz and corresponding J˜0 ≈ 50−280 A/m
2 at density 1×1016 m−3 for H = 7.
The ion plasma frequency fpi is 2.34455 MHz and the electron plasma frequency
fpe is 0.6349 GHz for density 5×10
15 m−3. For 1×1016 m−3, fpi is 3.3157 MHz
and fpe is 0.897634 GHz. These results are tabulated in table (3.3). It is clear
from figure (3.17) that Sstoc/SstocL is almost constant for ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.022−0.065
at densities of 5 × 1015 m−3 (solid square) and ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.023 − 0.058 at a
density of 1 × 1016 m−3 (solid circles) for H = 7. So density does not greatly
affect the range in which the normalized stochastic heating is almost constant.
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Table 3.3: The second approach: Frequency scaling for H = 7.
n (m−3) J˜0 (A/m
2) frf (MHz) fpi (MHz) fpe (GHz)
5× 1015 35 - 160 9 - 40 2.34455 0.6349
1× 1016 50 - 280 9 - 51 3.3157 0.897634
Similarly for ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 the normalized stochastic heating decreases rapidly
for both cases. Hollow squares (5× 1015 m−3) and hollow circles (1× 1015 m−3)
show the normalized stochastic heating with a correction term (electrons that
are being lost at an electrode). The negative heating (in case of uncorrected
data) shown at low ωrf/ωpe is due to the large number of electrons being lost to
the electrode, this results in a loss of power that is greater than the stochastic
heating at the sheath edge. It is noticeable that the correction term is significant
below ωrf/ωpe < 0.03.
Now look at figure (3.18). Here the normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL
varies with ωrf/ωpe for two different values of H i.e. 3.5 and 7 at a density of
1× 1016 m−3. The applied frequency frf ≈ 13− 77 MHz and the corresponding
current density amplitude J˜0 ≈ 53−303 A/m
2 forH = 3.5 and frf ∼ 9−51 MHz
and corresponding J˜0 ∼ 50−280 A/m
2 forH = 7. These results are tabulated in
table (3.4). The figure shows that normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL is
nearly constant for ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.035− 0.086 for H = 3.5. It drops down rapidly
for ωrf/ωpe < 0.035. For H = 7 heating Sstoc/SstocL is fairly constant in the
range of ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.022−0.056. Heating decreases rapidly for ωrf/ωpe < 0.02.
In other words a rough criterion is, normalized stochastic heating decreases
rapidly when frf/fpi < 8 for H = 3.5 and frf/fpi < 6 for H = 7. Hollow
squares (H = 3.5) and hollow circles (H = 7) shows the normalized stochastic
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Table 3.4: The second approach: Frequency scaling for density 1× 1016 m−3.
H J˜0 (A/m
2) frf (MHz) fpi (MHz) fpe (GHz)
3.5 53 - 303 13 - 77 3.3157 0.897634
7.0 50 - 280 9 - 51 3.3157 0.897634
heating with a correction term (electrons that are being lost at an electrode).
Again the negative heating (in case of uncorrected data) shown at low ωrf/ωpe
is due to the large number of electrons being lost to the electrode, this results
in a loss of power that is greater than the stochastic heating at the sheath edge.
It is noticeable that the correction term is significant below ωrf/ωpe < 0.04 for
H = 3.5 and ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 for H = 7.
3.7 Summary
Using analytic and self-consistent particle-in-cell models, the electron dynamics
inside the sheath region of a single radio frequency capacitive discharge have
been investigated in connection with collisionless heating through the Fermi
acceleration mechanism. Stochastic heating is controlled mainly by four scaling
parameters (i.e. J˜0, Te, ωrf and nsm). There are different ways of scaling these
parameters and three different approaches are discussed here.
In the first approach benchmarking of the analytical model is the same as
that used by Kawamura et al. [1] where H is calculated by varying J˜0 and nsm
simultaneously. However in the simulation of Kawamura et al. the number of
data points are rather small i.e. H ∼ 1.7 − 5.7. Present simulation results
widen the range of H i.e. H ∼ 0.6 − 18 which are in fair agreement with the
Kaganovich et al. [91] model in this range. Analytical models do not account for
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electron loss at the electrode, so in order to compare the simulation results with
analytical models, the contribution to the power per unit area by the electrons
which are being lost at the electrode is excluded and also plotted in figure
(3.6). The results obtained indicate that the simulation data, which excludes
the electron loss at an electrode, more closely approach the Lieberman model
[30]) especially for lower values of H .
In the second approach the stochastic heating is studied by keeping density
constant and by varying the current density amplitude J˜0. The stochastic heat-
ing has been investigated for the range of different densities from 2×1014 m−3 to
1×1016 m−3. At constant density the simulation results agree with Kaganovich
et al. [91] in a certain range of H. In each case after a upper critical limit of H
(in which the analytical model agrees with simulation) the stochastic heating
increases rapidly. The electron dynamics of the heating mechanism is different
for these cases and the existing analytical formulas for stochastic heating calcu-
lations need to be improved. Signature of ion reflection from near sheath region
is also observed. The presence of strong field reversal (at higher H) near the
sheath region at the time of sheath expansion is the reason of ion reflection.
In the third approach the effect of electron temperature Te on stochastic
heating for the density 5 × 1015 m−3 has been investigated. Here Te is varied
from 1.7−10 eV. It is observed that H is in fair agreement with the Kaganovich
et al. [91] model for the range 4 to 13.5, which is roughly the same as that
observed for same density in the second approach. The presence of field reversal
at the time of sheath expansion and signature of ion reflection from near sheath
region is also observed above the upper critical limit of H .
The average power per unit area scaling with frequency for a constant H is
also investigated here. In the first approach, the normalized stochastic heating
Sstoc/SstocL scaling with frequency ωrf/ωpe for two different values of H i.e.
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5 and 7 is discussed here. For H = 5 the density is varied from ∼ 2 × 1014
m−3 to 5 × 1016 m−3 for the applied frequency frf ≈ 2 − 158 MHz and the
corresponding current density amplitude is J˜0 ≈ 1.36 − 1653.74 A/m
2. For
H = 7 the density is varied from 2 × 1014 m−3 to 1 × 1017 m−3 for the applied
frequency frf ≈ 2− 180 MHz and the corresponding current density amplitude
is J˜0 ≈ 1.56− 3162 A/m
2. Results show that the normalized stochastic heating
versus ωrf/ωpe is almost constant in the range ∼ 0.032 − 0.079 for H = 5 and
∼ 0.024 − 0.065 for H = 7. So for H = 5, when frf/fpi < 7 and for H = 7,
when frf/fpi < 6 the stochastic heating rapidly decreases. Here the power per
unit area by electrons which are being lost at the electrode, is not excluded.
For the second approach H is kept constant by varying only J˜0 at constant
density nsm. The normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL is almost constant
from ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.022 − 0.065 for H = 7 at a density of 5 × 10
15 m−3 and
ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.023 − 0.058 at a density of 1 × 10
16 m−3. So density change does
not affect the result too much. For ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 the normalized stochastic
heating decreases rapidly for both cases. Results for normalized stochastic
heating with a correction term (electrons that are being lost at an electrode)
are also shown in figure (3.17). On the other hand normalized stochastic heating
is nearly constant ∼ 0.035− 0.086 for H = 3.5 and ∼ 0.022− 0.056 for H = 7
at density 1× 1016 m−3. Here frf ≈ 13− 77 MHz for H = 3.5 and frf ≈ 9− 51
MHz for H = 7. Heating decreases rapidly for ωrf/ωpe < 0.035 for H = 3.5
and ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 for H = 7. So roughly, when frf/fpi < 8 for H = 3.5 and
frf/fpi < 6 for H = 7, the heating decreases rapidly. It is also noticeable that
the correction term (electrons that are being lost at electrode) is significant
below ωrf/ωpe < 0.04 for H = 3.5 and ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 for H = 7. So the
range in which the normalized stochastic heating is almost constant, changes
for different H at the same density.
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Finally, the existence of plasma oscillations near the plasma-sheath interface
has been noted. These oscillations occur due to the gradual breaking of quasi-
neutrality near the sheath edge, and propagate from the plasma-sheath interface
towards the bulk plasma.
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CHAPTER 4
Electron Plasma Waves: The Wave Phenomenon in Single
Radio Frequency Capacitively Coupled Plasma Discharges
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter (figure 3.4) we have discussed evidence of electron
plasma wave propagation from the sheath edge towards the bulk plasma. Such
oscillations are reported in the literature [58, 59, 151]. However no relevant
theory is proposed and detailed analysis of their nature has not yet been given.
When the sheath expands quasi-neutrality breaks down due to an overshoot of
hot electrons into the bulk plasma. Due to this, electron plasma waves occur
in the sheath vicinity. There is a strong interaction between the electrons and
the oscillating potential, and on average electrons gain energy through nonlin-
ear wave-particle interactions. Our simulations indicate that these waves might
contribute to the heating mechanism. An approach based on quasi-linear the-
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ory which attempts to link stochastic heating with collisionless power dissipa-
tion through wave-particle interaction has appeared in the literature [152, 153].
There are numerous other attempts found in the literature which link the ca-
pacitive collisionless heating effects with acoustic or plasma wave phenomena
[42, 55–57], but none of these efforts have yet produced a generally satisfying
treatment. However it is possible for the oscillation energy to be transferred to
electron thermal energy by Landau damping [39] or a similar mechanism.
In absence of collisions, the wave damp because of Landau damping phe-
nomena [39]. In next section we discuss the concept of Landau damping. We
then discuss the wave phenomena in semi-infinite plasma for the collisionless
case. Finally, the effect of electron elastic collisions on waves is discussed and
the results are summarized.
4.2 Landau Damping
Landau damping may be the most famous mystery of classical plasma physics.
This process is the effect of damping (exponential decrease as a function of time)
of longitudinal space charge waves in plasma [92, 154]. It occurs because of the
energy exchange between particles in the plasma with velocity approximately
equal to vph and a wave with phase velocity vph = ω/k. Here k is wave vector.
There is a strong interaction of electrons with the wave. The wave electric field
accelerates the particles having velocities slightly less than vph to move with the
wave phase velocity, while those particles with velocities slightly greater than
vph are decelerated by the wave electric field, losing energy to the wave.
In a collisionless plasma where dissipative mechanisms such as collisions
of electrons with heavy particles are absent, the particle velocities are often
taken to be close to a Maxwellian distribution. If the distribution function has
negative slope, the number of particles having velocities slightly less than vph
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vph = ω/k
Slower Particles
Faster Particles
f0(v)
v
(v < vph)
(v > vph)
Δv
Figure 4.1: The graph of electron equilibrium distribution function indicating a
velocity band ∆v around the phase velocity vph = ω/k. The number of electrons
moving faster than vph are less than the number of electrons moving slower than vph.
is greater than the number of particles having velocities slightly greater. As
a result the wave is damped, because there are more particles gaining energy
from the wave than losing to the wave. On the other hand, if the function
has positive slope, the number of particles having velocities slightly less than
vph is smaller than the number of particles having velocities slightly greater.
Therefore the wave energy increases, because there are more particles losing
energy to the wave than gaining from the wave. In figure (4.1), the damping
is negligible for small values of k because the phase velocity vph lies in the
extreme tail of the distribution. However there is a velocity band ∆v around
vph = ω/k when the phase velocity lies close to the maximum slope outside the
tail. In this case there are less electrons moving faster than vph than moving
slower than vph, in ∆v. Therefore, a net increase in the electron energy occurs
at the cost of wave energy because of the trapping of the electrons in the wave
potential troughs. This takes place in the region where ∂f0/∂vx is negative.
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The detailed mathematical derivation of Landau damping is available in the
literature [92, 154, 155].
4.3 Collisionless Heating - Wave Phenomena
Wave-particle interaction plays an important role in the physics of ionized mat-
ter. The nature of this complex interaction in plasmas has predominantly been
studied by analytical and simulation methods [156–158]. Recently experimental
investigations have also been possible due to advances in optical diagnostics with
high temporal resolution [135, 136, 159–162]. As we have discussed in previous
chapters, it is very important to understand the mechanism of plasma sustain-
ment in the low pressure regime of capacitively coupled RF plasmas (CCPs)
for improving the performance and development of many technological appli-
cations in the semiconductor industry. It is also clear that electron dynamics
govern dissociation, excitation, and ionization processes and is therefore of crit-
ical importance in the application and understanding of surface modifications.
Present understanding of power deposition in CCPs at low pressure is largely
based on theoretical investigation and modelling [30, 34, 42, 43, 60, 163]. Vender
and Boswell [59] reported power dissipation through wave-particle interaction
in CCPs with the help of particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. Later Gozadinos et
al. [58] also reported oscillations near the sheath vicinity in PIC simulation.
It is not clear how these oscillations are excited and no relevant theory has
yet been put forward. This phenomena is investigated here with the help of
self-consistent PIC simulation.
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Figure 4.2: Snapshots of ion and electron density profile in PIC simulation. The
solid line (red) represents the average ion density and electron density is represented
by lines at different times during an RF period i.e. t = 0.244 Trf (blue), t = 0.283
Trf (magenta), t = 0.322 Trf (black) and t = 0.38 Trf (green). Conditions : argon
gas, J˜0 = 45− 90 A/m
2, frf = 27.12 MHz, H ≈ 2.34− 8.24, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03
eV , density = 3.0 × 1015 m−3.
4.3.1 Simulation Results of Half-Infinite Plasma
Here we describe PIC simulation results of current-driven argon discharges in
which both the electrons and ions were moved by usual PIC methods. These
results are for the collisionless case so electron and ion collisions are not included
here. The basic input parameters for these PIC simulations are: frf = 27.12
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MHz, l = 0.06− 0.105 m, Te = 2.5 eV and Ti is 0.03 eV. The RF current drive
amplitude J˜0 = 45− 90 A/m
2 is applied at density = 3× 1015 m−3.
Figure (4.2) shows the averaged ion and snapshots of electron density profile
for J˜0 = 45 − 90 A/m
2 i.e. H ≈ 2.34 − 8.24, at different times during an RF
period. As shown in figure (4.2), the ion density nsh(x) decreases monotonically
from maximum density at the ion sheath boundary to a minimum of nw =
4.1 × 1014 m−3, 2.85× 1014 m−3, 1.89 × 1014 m−3 and 1.488× 1014 m−3 at the
wall (electrode) for corresponding J˜0 = 45−90 A/m
2 respectively. Real physical
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Figure 4.3: Temporal evolution of electron plasma waves in electron density profile.
Conditions : argon gas, J˜0 = 45 − 90 A/m
2, frf = 27.12 MHz, H ≈ 2.34 − 8.24,
Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density = 3.0× 10
15 m−3.
phenomena can be observed on the right side of the figure, when the electron
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sheath expands (dashed lines) and some travelling oscillations occur near the
sheath edge. These travelling waves propagate towards the bulk plasma. The
following conclusions can be made from figure (4.2):
1. Sheath width increases with increasing J˜0 or H .
2. Electron plasma waves are absent at lower values of J˜0 or H .
3. Electron plasma waves appear at higher values of J˜0 or H .
Figure (4.3) shows the temporal evolution of the electron density (ne), for the
same initial conditions as shown in figure (4.2). Here the x-axis can be converted
to real time (in seconds) by multiplying numbers at x-axis by factor of ∆t ∼
3.6009× 10−11. This temporal evolution indicates the following points:
1. Waves are present in each case i.e. from H = 2.34− 8.24.
2. For lower values ofH , wave amplitude is weak and waves are not visualized
in the spatial profile of electron density for smaller values of H .
3. The wave amplitude increases with increasing H and at higher H, wave
amplitude is significant and is also clearly observed in the spatial profile
of electron density.
4. Electron plasma waves propagate towards bulk plasma and finally disap-
pear.
Figure (4.4) shows the spatiotemporal profile of electron density at the specific
positions (in the simulation region) and corresponding temporal evolution of
electron density is plotted as indicated in figure (4.3).
It is important to investigate the origin of these waves. Figure (4.5) shows
the spatiotemporal profile of electric field. Here H is varying from 3.86− 14.57
for the corresponding J˜0 from 60 − 102 A/m
2. When the sheath collapses, a
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Figure 4.4: Spatiotemporal profile of ne which indicates the positions (in the sim-
ulation region) where temporal evolution of electron density is plotted as shown in
fig (4.3). Here (a) J˜0 = 45 A/m
2, H = 2.34 (b) J˜0 = 60 A/m
2, H = 3.86 (c)
J˜0 = 80 A/m
2, H = 6.46 and (d) J˜0 = 90 A/m
2, H = 8.24 . Conditions : argon gas,
frf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density = 3× 10
15 m−3.
field reversal region appears near the sheath edge in each case. For hydrogen
and electronegative plasmas, field reversal has been reported in the literature
[140, 164–167]. For rare gas discharges (neon) field reversal is reported by [161,
162]. Let us discuss the origin of the field reversal during the collapsing phase of
sheath. Electrons are accelerated with the sheath edge as the sheath collapses
towards the electrode. However, the thermal velocity of electrons is finite and
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Figure 4.5: A spatiotemporal profile of electric field. This figure shows the very high
electric field inside the sheath and weak field in the bulk plasma. The field reversal
region can be observed during the sheath expansion (for higher H) and when the sheath
retreats towards electrode (for all H). Conditions : argon gas, J˜0 = 60 − 102 A/m
2,
frf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density = 3× 10
15 m−3.
does not allow them to simply diffuse with the collapsing sheath. Because of
this a local region of space charge comes into play, called field reversal, which
accelerates electrons towards the electrode.
The most interesting part, which is not reported yet in the literature, is
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Figure 4.6: A surface plot of electric field which shows a strong field reversal during
the sheath expansion. (a) For J˜0 = 98 A/m
2 (b) For J˜0 = 102 A/m
2. Conditions:
argon gas, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz at density = 3× 10
15 m−3.
the presence of field reversal during the expanding phase of the sheath. Most
researchers work with low values ofH and the existence of strong field reversal at
the time of sheath expansion is not observed there. It is important to note that
at higher values of H (> 9), the field reversal during the expanding phase of the
sheath is several times higher than the field reversal during the collapsing phase
of the sheath. Figure (4.6) shows the surface plot of electric field for H = 12.45
(J˜0 = 98 A/m
2) and 14.57 (J˜0 = 102 A/m
2). The most probable reason for
this field reversal is electron fluid compression and rarefaction while the sheath
expands and collapses. Physically, this phenomena can be understood as follows.
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Figure 4.7: Spatiotemporal profile of displacement current. Conditions : argon gas,
J˜0 = 60 − 102 A/m
2, frf = 27.12 MHz, H ≈ 3.86 − 14.57, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03
eV at density = 3.0 × 1015 m−3.
When electrons move from the bulk towards the sheath; high energy electrons
are the one who first feel the high sheath potential and bounce back from the
expanding sheath towards the bulk plasma. These bounced electrons meet the
low energy electrons moving towards the sheath at some point. At this position,
the electron fluid is compressed and we observe a field reversal condition.
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Figure 4.8: A spatiotemporal profile of charge separation (ne − ni). Electrons are
trapped near the sheath edge during the time of sheath expansion for higher values of
H. Conditions : argon gas, J˜0 = 60− 95 A/m
2, frf = 27.12 MHz, H ≈ 3.86− 9.18,
Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density = 3.0× 10
15 m−3.
Figure (4.7) shows the spatiotemporal profile of the displacement current. It
is well known in CCPs that in general a significant displacement current is only
inside the sheath region and that outside the sheath, only conduction current
plays an important role. However where field reversal is observed a significant
displacement current is clearly observed outside the sheath at the same position.
For the existence of a displacement current outside the sheath, there must be
trapping of electrons in that region. Simulation results show that there is a
significant trapping of electrons in this region.
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Figure 4.9: A surface plot of charge separation (ne − ni). It shows that electrons
are trapped near the sheath edge, during the sheath expansion. Conditions: J˜0 = 90
A/m2, H = 8.24, frf = 27.12 MHz at density = 3.0 × 10
15 m−3.
Figure (4.8) shows the spatiotemporal profile of charge separation (ne−ni).
This figure indicates trapping of electrons near the sheath edge at the time
of sheath expansion for higher values of H . This is the same region where
field reversal is present. For lower values of H , there is no field reversal and
no electron trapping. When electrons move from the bulk plasma towards
the sheath they feel a very high sheath potential and bounce back. However
when electrons enter the field reversal region they are trapped there. In steady
state these trapped electrons are significant, and the trapping and untrapping
of electrons at the field reversal position during the sheath expansion causes
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Figure 4.10: A 3-D spatiotemporal pro-
file of electron density. It shows that the
sheath edge is modified and plasma waves
are launched from near to this modified
region. Conditions: J˜0 = 80 A/m
2,
H = 6.46 at density = 3× 1015 m−3.
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Figure 4.11: A 3-D spatiotemporal pro-
file of electron density. It shows that the
sheath edge is modified and plasma waves
are launched from near to this modified
region. Conditions: J˜0 = 120 A/m
2,
H = 8.974 at density = 5× 1015 m−3.
electron plasma wave formation near the sheath region. Electron trapping can
also be observed in the surface plot of charge separation for H = 8.24, in figure
(4.9).
Another interesting phenomena occurs because of trapping and untrapping
of electrons is the modification of the sheath edge. During the sheath expansion,
the electrons traps at the field reversal position. When these trapped electrons
become untrapped, the sheath edge modifies and waves occur just near to this
modified region. The 3-D spatiotemporal figure of electron density are shown for
two different cases in figure (4.10) and (4.11). These figures shows one complete
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RF cycle for applied frequency 27.12 MHz. The sheath structure modification
and wave propagation can be seen in these figures. We have observed this type
of phenomena in several other cases for different densities.
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Figure 4.12: Figure shows temporal evolution of electron density ne. Conditions :
argon gas, J˜0 = 45 − 90 A/m
2, frf = 27.12 MHz, H ≈ 2.34 − 8.24, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV at density = 3.0 × 10
15 m−3.
4.3.2 Temporal Evolution of Wave: The Evidence of
Electron Plasma Wave
In this section we investigate whether these oscillations are either some travelling
random oscillations or electron plasma waves. The frequency of these waves
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are calculated here by investigation of temporal evolution of electron density.
Figure (4.12) shows the zoomed part of figure (4.3) and clearly shows the wave
propagation here. The input parameters are : J˜0 = 45− 90 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV,
Ti = 0.03 eV, frf = 27.12 MHz, and density is 3× 10
15 m−3. H is varying from
2.34−8.24. In figure (4.12), the x-axis shows time and can be converted to time
in seconds by multiplying numbers at x-axis by factor of ∆t ∼ 3.6009× 10−11.
The wave frequency can be calculated with help of time period between “A”
and “B”, as shown in figure (4.12). The frequencies in different cases are :
 J˜0 = 45 A/m
2 : ωwave = 3.56× 10
9 Hz and (ωpe)sim = 3.06× 10
9 Hz.
 J˜0 = 60 A/m
2 : ωwave = 2.81× 10
9 Hz and (ωpe)sim = 2.96× 10
9 Hz.
 J˜0 = 80 A/m
2 : ωwave = 3.11× 10
9 Hz and (ωpe)sim = 2.98× 10
9 Hz.
 J˜0 = 90 A/m
2 : ωwave = 3.17× 10
9 Hz and (ωpe)sim = 2.98× 10
9 Hz.
Here it is clear that wave frequency ωwave is always either greater than or equal
to (ωpe)sim i.e. ωwave ≥ (ωpe)sim. This is true for other cases also.
Figure (4.13) shows the temporal evolution of electron density ne. The sim-
ulation conditions are: RF current drive amplitude J˜0 = 120 A/m
2 applied
at density 5 × 1015 m−3. The applied frequency is frf = 27.12 MHz, system
length is l = 0.06 m, electron temperature is Te = 2.5 eV and ion temperature
Ti = 0.03 eV. This figure shows results for a single RF cycle. It is clear from
this figure that a wave starts near t ∼ 260 and propagates with time, finally
disappearing at t ∼ 600. Now to calculate the frequency of these waves, see
case (b) in figure (4.13) which is zoomed part of case (a) in same figure. By
calculating the time period between “A” and “B”, the frequency can be calcu-
lated and it is ωwave ≈ 3.561× 10
9 Hz. The electron plasma frequency (ωpe)sim
is 3.568 × 109 Hz. So ωwave ≈ (ωpe)sim and it shows the signature of electron
plasma waves.
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Figure 4.13: Figure (a) shows temporal evolution of electron density ne. Figure
(b) shows zoomed in figure of temporal evolution of electron density ne. Conditions:
J˜0 = 120 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz at density = 5× 10
15 m−3.
4.3.3 Dependence of wave amplitude on current density
amplitude
The study of dependence of the wave amplitude on current density amplitude, J˜0
or H is very interesting and is investigated here. In the literature [59, 151, 168],
it is reported that the wave amplitude is enhanced as the ratio of the drift
velocity to the thermal velocity increases. Hence increasing J˜0 means increasing
drift velocity. Thermal velocity is nearly constant here.
Figure (4.14) shows the plot of wave amplitude (Aw) versus J˜0 for two dif-
ferent densities i.e. 3 × 1015 m−3 and 5 × 1015 m−3. Case (a) in figure (4.14)
shows that the wave amplitude increases for J˜0 ∼ 45 − 90 A/m
2 but drops at
J˜0 ∼ 95 A/m
2. Similarly, case (b) in figure (4.14) shows that the wave ampli-
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Figure 4.14: Figure shows variation of wave amplitude with current density ampli-
tude J˜0. (a) For density 3 × 10
15 m−3. (b) For density 5 × 1015 m−3. Conditions :
argon gas, Te = 2.5 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz.
tude increases for J˜0 ∼ 60− 130 A/m
2 but drops at J˜0 ∼ 140− 150 A/m
2. So
both results indicate that initially the wave amplitude increases as the ratio of
drift velocity to thermal velocity increases, confirming the argument reported in
the literature. On the other hand present results show that at constant density
wave amplitude is a maximum at a particular J˜0 (i.e. 90 A/m
2 for 3 × 1015
m−3 and 130 A/m2 for 5× 1015 m−3) and after that wave amplitude decreases
rapidly however the ratio of drift velocity to the thermal velocity increases.
4.4 Effect of Collisions on Waves
Collisions of particles may create different types of phenomena like ionization of
neutral particles, neutralization of ionized particles and excitation of colliding
particles. During a collision the energy or momentum of one or both particles
may change. In gas discharges, important collisions are between neutral gas
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atoms, positive ions and electrons. In the case of elastic collisions, the total
kinetic energy of the colliding particles remains conserved and only an exchange
of momentum occurs between colliding particles . Electrons collide with neutral
gas atoms by a process of elastic scattering so electron momentum and kinetic
energy are conserved here. Ionization and excitation are inelastic processes in
which the sum of kinetic energies are not conserved but momentum is conserved
(as it is for elastic collisions). Here the sum of kinetic energies before a collision
is greater than after the collision. Part of the kinetic energy is changed into
some other form of energy.
In the case of argon discharges, the electron argon collision processes can be
described by the following equations
e− + Ar −→ Ar+ + 2e− (ionization)
e− + Ar −→ e− + Ar∗ −→ e− + Ar + hν(photon) (excitation)
e− + Ar −→ e− + Ar (elastic scattering)
(4.1)
Quantitative studies of the scattering of electrons by atoms has been done by
Ramsauer [169] and Brode [170, 171]. Collisions are described by the most
fundamental quantity called the cross section σ(vR), where vR represents the
relative velocity of colliding particles before the collision. Trajmar and McKon-
key [172] and Zecca et al. [173] published a complete set of cross section data till
the year 1994. In present research work, we consider only elastic scattering cross
sections for electrons in particle-in-cell simulations of argon discharges, ioniza-
tion and excitation are not taken into account here. A Monte-Carlo scheme is
implemented in the PIC simulation to handle the collisions in which the parti-
cles carry information about their collision probability. So a collision probability
is calculated for each of the reactant particles depending on their velocity from
a known cross-section. After that a random number is generated. A reaction
happens, if the generated random number is smaller than the collision proba-
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bility.
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Figure 4.15: The elastic scattering cross sections for electrons in argon gas.
Maxwellian electrons collide with argon atoms elastically, the mean free path
between collisions is defined as
λe =
1
ngσ
. (4.2)
The mean time between collision (τ) is defined as
τ =
λe
v
, (4.3)
and inverse of this mean time is defined as the collision frequency
νm ≡ τ
−1 = ngσv , (4.4)
where σ is the energy dependent cross-section, v is the relative velocity of the
colliding species, and ng is the neutral gas density. Rate constant K(Te) is
defined as the collision frequency per unit density
K = 〈σv〉 , (4.5)
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Figure 4.16: Spatiotemporal profile of electron density (ne) for collisionless case.
The modified sheath region is enclosed by rectangle box shown in figure. Conditions :
argon gas, J˜0 = 120 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz and density is 5 × 10
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Figure 4.17: Figure shows the electron velocity distribution function in modified
sheath region (area enclosed by rectangle box) in figure (4.16). Electrons propagate
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which is averaged over Maxwellian distribution of cross section σ and relative
velocity v. Using (4.4) and (4.5), the collision frequency can also be defined as
νm = Kng . (4.6)
Elastic momentum transfer cross section for electrons in argon discharges is
shown in figure (4.15). This data is originally from Yamabe, Buckman and
Phelps [174].
As discussed in previous sections, the Landau damping phenomenon is the
dominant process in a collisionless plasma. In this section, we will investigate
the effect of electron elastic collisions on electron plasma waves. Simulation
results show that in the collisionless case electron plasma waves occur near the
sheath edge and propagate towards the bulk plasma. The amplitude of these
waves damp and finally the waves disappear. This happens because of the
Landau damping phenomena. Here the collisionless case results are compared
with results at different pressures, 20 mTorr and 100 mTorr. All simulation runs
are for argon discharges. Input parameters are, J˜0 = 120 A/m
2, frf = 27.12
MHz, Te = 2.5 eV, Ti = 0.03 eV and the density is 5× 10
15 m−3.
Figure (4.16) shows the spatiotemporal profile of electron density for the
collisionless case where the modified sheath region is enclosed by a rectangular
box. During the sheath expansion, the area near the sheath edge distorts signif-
icantly and wave starts near this region. Figure (4.17) represents the electron
velocity distribution function in the modified sheath region (area enclosed in
rectangular box). It is clear from the figure that two Maxwellian curves are
well fitted with simulation results. Here vx < 0 represents the electrons moving
towards bulk plasma (opposite to the sheath region) and vx > 0 represents elec-
trons travelling towards the sheath region. Here the y-axis has arbitrary units.
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Figure 4.18: Spatiotemporal profile of electron density (ne) at pressure 20 mTorr.
The modified sheath region is enclosed by a rectangle box as shown. Conditions :
argon gas, J˜0 = 120 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz and density is 5 × 10
15
m−3.
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Figure 4.19: Figure shows the electron velocity distribution function in the modified
sheath region (area enclosed by rectangle box) in figure (4.18) at pressure 20 mTorr.
Electrons propagate towards bulk plasma for vx < 0.
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Figure 4.20: Spatiotemporal profile of electron density (ne) at pressure 100 mTorr.
The modified sheath region is enclosed by a rectangle box as shown. Conditions :
argon gas, J˜0 = 120 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV , frf = 27.12 MHz and density is 5 × 10
15
m−3.
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Figure 4.21: Figure shows the electron velocity distribution function in the modified
sheath region (area enclosed by rectangle box) in figure (4.20) at pressure 100 mTorr.
Electrons propagate towards bulk plasma for vx < 0.
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The fitted Maxwellian functions are given by
f(x) = Aexp(B(x− x0)
2) ,
g(x) = A′exp(3B(x− x′0)
2) ,
(4.7)
where A and A′ shows the amplitudes of the Maxwellian functions and B rep-
resents −me/2kBTe. However it is clear from function g(x) that a beam of high
velocity electrons comes out from the modified sheath region and penetrates
into the bulk plasma. Electron plasma waves starts near the sheath region and
finally damps at a distance of approx 0.025 m.
Figure (4.18) represents the spatiotemporal profile of the electron density at
20 mTorr. Here also the modified sheath region is clearly seen in the rectangu-
lar box. Figure (4.19) shows the electron velocity distribution function in the
modified sheath region. Two Maxwellian curves are fitted with simulation data
and the curve has a peak at 1 × 106 m/s, which is not much less compared to
the collisionless case. Plasma waves which starts near the sheath edge finally
damp at a distance of approx 0.032 m. At high pressures i.e. 100 mTorr the
modified sheath region almost disappears (see figure (4.20)) inside rectangular
box. The electron velocity distribution function shown by figure (4.21) is almost
Maxwellian and well fitted by analytical expression of Maxwellian distribution.
The wave phenomenon also disappears here.
The results above indicate that in the presence of high pressure, the modified
sheath region disappears and wave effects diminish very quickly.
4.5 Summary
The existence of electron plasma waves near the plasma-sheath interface has
been observed and investigated. The quasi-neutrality breaks down due to the
overshoot of high velocity electrons into the bulk plasma at the time of sheath
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expansion, and as a result electron plasma waves occur in the sheath vicinity.
The possibility for the oscillating energy to be transferred to electron thermal
energy by the Landau damping mechanism is discussed.
The spatiotemporal profile of electron density shows that electron plasma
waves start from the sheath edge and propagate towards the bulk and finally
disappear. It is also observed that the sheath structure is modified during the
sheath expansion. The spatiotemporal profile of electric field indicates the pres-
ence of strong field reversal near the modified sheath region for higher values of
H . The possible reason for the field reversal is the compression and rarefaction
of electron fluid when the sheath expands and collapses. The profile of charge
separation shows the evidence of electron trapping near the reverse field region.
The trapping and untrapping of electrons during the expansion and collapse
of the sheath causes the launching of waves from near the sheath region. The
evidence of significant displacement current in this region is also observed.
The temporal evolution of electron plasma waves is discussed. The frequency
of the waves ωwave is calculated and it is either greater than or equal to ωpe.
It indicates that these waves are electron plasma waves. The effect of electron
elastic collisions on waves are also studied. The modified sheath region near the
sheath edge disappears at high collision rates i.e. at high pressure.
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CHAPTER 5
Study of Stochastic Heating and Wave Phenomena in Dual
Frequency Capacitively Coupled Plasma Discharges
5.1 Introduction
Wide plasma uniformity, fast processing rates and damage-free characteristics
are the main requirements for modern plasma etching industry. Anisotropy is
a critical process parameter in integrated circuit manufacturing and is accom-
plished by radio-frequency (RF) plasma etching. Ions need sufficient energy and
significant flux to weaken the chemical bonds at the surface and to make the
process worthwhile respectively in the etching process. Many plasma process-
ing necessities are fulfilled by conventional capacitively coupled plasma (CCP)
reactors powered by a single RF (13.56 MHz) source. The high voltage sheath
of CCP produces ions having high energies. One must increase the RF power
to increase the ion flux; but increase in RF power also increases the sheath volt-
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Figure 5.1: Graph of ion flux vs ion energy for argon plasma discharges at 15
mTorr. It shows the variation of ion flux and ion energy at three different frequencies
in single frequency capacitive discharges. The data points are from experiments and
dashed lines shows the results from a global model with equivalent electrical circuit.
(Perret et al. [175])
age. As a consequence, highly energetic ions can damage the fragile surfaces;
on the other hand, low RF power limits the ion flux and one has to compromise
with etch rate. However, semiconductor industries need minimum damage on
the substrate with more accurate transfer patterns on semiconductor devices by
the precise control of both the ion flux and the ion bombardment energy. Single
frequency reactors have limitations and failed to provide an independent con-
trol of ion energy and ion flux. Ion flux and the ion energy relationship in the
case of various single frequency capacitive discharges is shown in figure (5.1) by
Perret et al. [175]. This graph indicates that at high frequencies, high density
(i.e. high ion flux) CCP plasmas can be produced, but sacrifices the option
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of high energy ion source. Hence dual-frequency capacitively coupled plasmas
(DF-CCPs) systems operated with two distinct power sources have been devel-
oped and studied to solve this puzzle [149, 176–178]. In the last couple of years
DF-CCPs have also been studied experimentally by Booth et al. [179], Gans et
al.[136], Worsley et al. [180], Karkari et al. [181] and Curley et al. [182].
5.2 Principle Mechanism of Dual-Frequency
Capacitively Coupled Plasma Discharges
As discussed earlier, independent control of ion energy and ion flux is the motiva-
tion of dual-frequency capacitively coupled discharges. The physical mechanism
of high frequency source (fhf) and low frequency source (flf) can be explained
as follows:
 the high frequency source (fhf ) can sustain the plasma i.e. control the
ion flux.
 the low frequency source (flf ) can control the sheath voltage i.e. the mean
ion bombarding energy.
Figure (5.2) shows the schematic diagram of a dual frequency capacitively cou-
pled plasma source. In the ideal case, the sheath is electron free and works
like a capacitor between the conducting plasma and the electrode, so only dis-
placement current can pass through the sheath. The conduction current flows
in the bulk plasma (electron rich). Because of collisions between electrons and
neutral gas molecules, the resistive component (Rp) also plays an important
role in the bulk plasma equivalent circuit. The relation between current density
and electric field is given by
~J = σp ~E. (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of a dual-frequency capacitive plasma source.
Here σp is complex conductivity given by [6]
σp =
nee
2
me(νme + iωrf )
. (5.2)
In the bulk plasma, the phase shift between the electric field and electron current
is due to electron inertia. The phase shift depends on the number of collisions
(that cause a deflection of the electrons) and on the applied RF frequency (ωrf).
In the plasma region a complex conductivity includes the phase shift caused by
an elastic electron-neutral collision rate νme.
The modelling of phase shift can be done as being equivalent to the phenom-
ena of the reactance of an inductor, Lp. Here a parallel combination of resistor
and inductor represents the bulk plasma in equivalent circuit. The impedance
of the capacitive sheath is given by
Zsh =
1
jωrfCsh
, (5.3)
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of equivalent circuit model of a capacitively coupled
plasma source.
where ωrf is the applied RF source frequency. Similarly the impedance of the
inductive bulk plasma can be represented as
Zp = jωrfLp +Rp. (5.4)
Here Lp is the inductance and Rp is the resistance of the bulk plasma. In the
low pressure case, electron-neutral gas collisions are rare so jωrfLp > Rp. The
independent control of ion flux and ion energy can be explained by using the
equivalent circuit model of a CCP as shown in figure (5.3). The applied RF
voltage (of the lower and upper frequency sources) mainly drops across the
sheaths because Zsh  Zp. Equation (5.3) indicates that Zsh ∝ ω
−1
rf , so the
voltage of the lower frequency source mainly drops across the sheath. On the
other hand, equation (5.4) shows Zp ∝ ωrf , so the voltage of the high frequency
source predominantly drops across the bulk plasma. In the ideal case, the low
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frequency (ωlf) controls the sheath voltage i.e. ion bombarding energy while
the high frequency (ωhf) can control the plasma density i.e. the ion flux.
In low pressure RF discharges, stochastic heating dominates and the power
absorbed by electrons is given by
S¯stoc ∝ ω
2
rfVrf . (5.5)
The plasma density is also directly proportional to the stochastic heating [6]
i.e.
n ∝ S¯stoc. (5.6)
This has also been seen experimentally by Perret et al. [175] (figure(5.1)) and
by Jolly et al. [183]. Let us assume that the voltage amplitudes of the low and
high driving frequencies are Vlf and Vhf respectively. Now if one can satisfy the
following condition
ω2hfVhf  ω
2
lfVlf , (5.7)
then the plasma density i.e. the ion flux is controlled by ωhf , the high frequency
source [184].
The mean ion bombarding energy ξi is equivalent to the total DC bias voltage
across the collisionless sheath. The sheath voltage is approximately equal to the
applied RF voltage. For the dual-frequency case
ξi ∝ |Vhf + Vlf |. (5.8)
For the case of
Vlf  Vhf , (5.9)
the DC sheath voltage (i.e. mean ion bombarding energy) can be controlled by
Vlf . From equation (5.7) and (5.9), the condition for independent control of ion
energy and ion flux is the following [6]:
ω2hf
ω2lf

Vlf
Vhf
 1. (5.10)
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Lieberman et al. [6] showed that Jrf ∝ ωrfV
3/4
rf . So if Jrf is the controlling
parameter, equation (5.10) can be inverted by substitution of Vrf . Thus, equa-
tion (5.10) indicates that Jhf  Jlf , where Jlf and Jhf are the low and high
frequency current density amplitudes respectively. Again equation (5.10) shows
that even in the case when the first inequality is true, the collisionless heating
and in consequence of that the ion density and ion flux are not completely in-
dependent of the applied low frequency, ωlf . In DF-CCP, the higher frequency
is superimposed on the lower frequency. However, for the case of stochastic
heating some form of coupling is assumed between the low and high frequency
components. In the dual-frequency case, the total stochastic heating effect is
a collective effect due to the presence of a high frequency sheath oscillating
across a low frequency sheath. The characteristic ratio of high frequency (fhf)
to low frequency (flf) is greater than 10. Typically, the high frequencies and
low frequencies are chosen to be fhf ∼ 27.12 − 160 MHz and flf ∼ 2 − 13.56
MHz respectively.
Ohmic heating and stochastic heating are the two main electron heating
mechanisms in such discharges. Ohmic heating occurs in the bulk and sheath
regions because of electron-neutral collisions and stochastic (or collisionless)
heating takes place at the sheath edge because of the momentum transfer from
high voltage moving sheath to electrons. While ohmic heating dominates at rel-
atively high pressures, stochastic heating is the dominant heating mechanism
at low pressures (in the mTorr range) and is expected to sustain the plasmas.
In the last few decades, the industrial application of RF discharges at low pres-
sures has increased, due to this it is very important to understand the physical
mechanism of stochastic heating. Stochastic heating in the case of low pressure
dual frequency capacitive discharges has been studied by different analytical
models [1, 177, 184–190]. Lieberman et al. [191], Kim et al. [185] and Boyle
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et al. [184] showed that independent control of ion energy and ion flux can
be achieved by the application of low and high frequency drives at the elec-
trode. Robiche et al. [178] and Franklin [192] indicated that sheath motion in
dual-frequency discharges is quite complicated. As discussed earlier (chapter
3), physical models to understand stochastic heating given by Godyak [28] and
Lieberman [30] in which electrons gain energy by the oscillatory sheath edge,
fail to conserve current through the sheath region. When current conservation
is imposed by modifying these models, the stochastic heating effect vanishes.
This controversy was addressed by Gozadinos et al. [43]. They developed a
fluid model where the electron fluid in the sheath region is described by mo-
ment equations with a simple kinetic closure. Current conservation is precisely
handled by this model. Later Turner et al. [187, 188] developed a fluid model
for collisionless heating in the dual frequency sheath, which is an extension of
the fluid equations of Gozadinos et al. [43]. A kinetic treatment in which the
current is conserved has been developed by Kaganovich [34]. He introduced ion
density as a step function inside the sheath. The two-step ion density model is
a useful tool for the investigation of stochastic heating in single frequency RF
discharges, even though it is not realistic. Kawamura et al. [1] has extended
the Kaganovich [34] model for the case of dual-frequency CCP. We will briefly
discuss this model in the next section.
5.3 Analytical Model for Dual-Frequency CCP
Schematic representation of DF-CCP, illustrating the mechanism of low fre-
quency sheath motion and high frequency sheath motion has been displayed in
figure (5.4). The analytical model for the calculation of stochastic heating in a
dual-frequency CCP has been developed by Kawamura et al. [1]. This model is
an extension of the Kaganovich [34] model for stochastic heating calculation for
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of dual-frequency capacitive sheath.
the single-frequency CCP case. In the dual-frequency model, a high frequency
(fhf) uniform sheath motion is superimposed on a low-frequency (flf) “modified
Child law” sheath motion. Here the ion density is nearly constant for high fre-
quency sheath motion, hence the stochastic heating expression calculated from
the uniform ion density model given by Godyak [28], can be used here. For one
sheath,
Sstoc =
1
2
mev¯enu
2
sh (5.11)
where v¯e is the mean electron thermal velocity and ush is the velocity amplitude
of the plasma sheath boundary. For the two-step ion density model, replacing
ush in equation (5.11) by ush − ubh and n = nsh, we get
SstocDF =
1
2
mev¯ensh(ush − ubh)
2
=
1
2
mev¯enshu
2
sh
(
1−
nsh
nbh
)2
.
(5.12)
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Here we used the current continuity condition nbhubh = nshush. For the case of
the low frequency cycle, at each phase φlf = ωlf t, the high frequency electron
oscillation occurs at the ion sheath density nsh(φlf) which is the modified Child
law sheath density (detailed derivation in Lieberman [30]), given by equation
(3.12). Thus
SstocDF =
1
2
mev¯e
〈
nsh(φlf)(ush(φlf)− ubh)
2
〉
(5.13)
Here, ubh = Jhf/(e nsm) and ush(φlf) = Jhf/[e nsh(φlf)] are the velocity ampli-
tudes of the high frequency bulk and sheath motion, respectively. Now we know
from the current continuity condition
nsm
nsh
=
ush
ubh
(5.14)
Putting equation (5.14) in equation (5.13), we obtain
SstocDF =
1
2
mev¯ensmu
2
bh
(〈
nsm
nsh
〉
+
〈
nsh
nsm
〉
− 2
)
. (5.15)
Using equation (3.12), we get〈
nsm
nsh(φlf)
〉
= 〈1−HlfN(φlf)〉 = 1 +
piHlf
4
. (5.16)
Here
Hlf =
J2lf
piε0kBTensmω2lf
(5.17)
and N(φlf) is give by equation (3.13). The velocity amplitude of the low fre-
quency bulk motion is defined by ubl = Jlf/(e nsm). Inserting equation (5.16)
in (5.15), we obtain
SstocDF =
1
2
mev¯ensmu
2
bhF (Hlf) (5.18)
where
F (Hlf) =
piHlf
4
− 1 +
1
pi
∫ pi
0
dφ
1−HlfN(φlf)
. (5.19)
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In the above equation (5.19), the last integral can be solved numerically. A
good parametric fit is
F (Hlf) ≈
Hlf(1 + piHlf/4)
Hlf + 2.2
(5.20)
So equation (5.18) can be re-written in terms of high frequency and low fre-
quency contribution, as follows
SstocDF =
1
2
mev¯e
J2hf
e2nsm︸ ︷︷ ︸
High Frequency Portion
×
(
1 +
pi
4
Hlf
)( Hlf
Hlf + 2.2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Low Frequency Portion
(5.21)
The above expression makes clear that in DF-CCP, the stochastic heating is
the product of both high and low frequency processes rather than the additive
effect of two single frequency processes individually. Again, neglecting the bulk
oscillation by setting ubh = 0 in equation (5.13), which gives the upper limit of
stochastic heating, SstocUL, we get
SstocUL =
1
2
mev¯e
〈
nsh(φlf)u
2
sh(φlf)
〉
(5.22)
By putting the value of ush from equation (5.14) into equation (5.22), we obtain
SstocUL =
1
2
mev¯ensmu
2
bh
〈
nsm
nsh
〉
(5.23)
Now put equation (5.16) in the above equation (5.23), the final expression for
the upper limit of stochastic heating in the dual-frequency case is
SstocUL =
1
2
mev¯ensmu
2
bh
(
1 +
piHlf
4
)
(5.24)
Finally, normalized stochastic heating for dual frequency CCP, ζ(Hlf) can be
obtained by dividing equation (5.18) by equation (5.24), is following
ζ(Hlf) ≡
SstocDF
SstocUL
=
F (Hlf)
1 + piHlf/4
≈
Hlf
Hlf + 2.2
(5.25)
It is important to note that equation (5.25) looks like equation (3.17), since
the dual-frequency stochastic heating model developed by Kawamura et al.[1]
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is an extension of the single frequency stochastic heating model developed by
Kaganovich et al. [91].
Another model based on fluid equations was developed by Turner et al. [187]
to calculate stochastic heating for DF-CCP. In this article, it is shown that the
stochastic heating yielded by the superposition of two currents with low and
high frequencies is much larger than the effect of either acting alone[187]. These
results are in contradiction with Kim et al. [185] which predicts an additive
affect. Heating yielded by fluid model in the dual-frequency case is given by
SstocT =
pi
16
mensmv¯e(u
2
bl + 1.1u
2
bh)FT (Hlf) (5.26)
Neglecting the contribution of the velocity amplitude of the low frequency bulk
motion, ubl, we get
SstocT ≈
1.1pi
16
mensmv¯eu
2
bhFT (Hlf) (5.27)
where the function FT is estimated by a parametric fit, shown below
FT (Hlf) =
36Hlf
55 +Hlf
(5.28)
Finally the normalized stochastic heating can be written by dividing equation
(5.27) by (5.24)
ζT (Hlf) ≡
SstocT
SstocUL
≈
4.95piHlf
(55 +Hlf)(1 + piHlf/4)
(5.29)
5.4 Simulation Results
Kawamura et al. [1] used a mobile ion particle-in-cell simulation in an argon
plasma to benchmark the dual-frequency analytical model (discussed in the
previous section) for stochastic heating. Here dual-frequency discharges were
driven by current
Jrf(t) = Jhf sin ωhf t+ Jlf sin ωlf t (5.30)
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Figure 5.5: This figure shows the variation of normalized stochastic heating ζ(Hlf)
≡ Z(Hl) ≡ SstocDF/SstocUL versus Hlf as described in Kawamura et al. [1]. Mobile
ion dual-frequency PIC data are shown as triangles here and analytical model given by
equation (5.25) is indicated as a solid line. The upper hard wall limit is also shown
as a dashed-dotted line at ζ(Hlf ) = 1. Turner and Chabert [187] fluid model and
fixed-ion dual frequency PIC simulation (circles) results are also shown in this figure.
where Jhf , Jlf are high and low current density amplitudes and ωlf , ωhf are
applied low and high angular frequencies respectively. Controlling parameters
for the dual-frequency case are Jlf , Jhf , ωlf , ωhf , Te and nsm. Parameters used
by Kawamura et al. [1] for their PIC simulations are, p = 15 mTorr, fhf = 32
MHz and flf = 2 MHz. The high and low current density amplitudes are var-
ied from Jhf = 8 − 16 A/m
2 and Jlf = 2 − 4 A/m
2 respectively, so the ratio
of Jhf/Jlf = 4 in each set of simulations. Electron temperature, Te = 2 eV
here. Equation (5.17) indicates that Hlf depends on Jlf and nsm, so as Jlf
increases from 2 − 4 A/m2 and nsm varied from 5 × 10
14 m−3 to 1.4 × 1015
m−3 simultaneously, Hlf varied from 5.0 to 8.2 . Kawamura et al. [1] results
are reproduced here in figure (5.5). This figure describes the dependence of
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Figure 5.6: Figure shows the averaged ion and snapshots of electron density profiles
for the collisionless case in a dual-frequency PIC simulation. The solid line represents
the average ion density and the electron density is represented by dashed lines during
different times of an RF period i.e. Trf . Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 4 A/m
2,
Jhf = 32 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, H = 6.77, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV at density 2× 10
15 m−3.
normalized stochastic heating ζ(Hlf) ≡ Z(Hl) ≡ SstocDF/SstocUL on Hlf . Here
triangles show the mobile-ion dual frequency PIC data and the solid line repre-
sents the dual-frequency analytical model given by equation (5.25). Kawamura
et al. concluded that simulation data (PIC results) are in good agreement with
the analytical model given by equation (5.25). Here it is to be noted that the
number of data points are rather small and a large simulation database needs
to be generated, that might give improved formula for stochastic heating.
It is clear from the above discussion that there are six scaling parameters
(i.e. Jlf , Jhf , ωlf , ωhf , Te and nsm) which control the stochastic heating. There
are different ways to scale these parameters. We will discuss a few of them for
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Figure 5.7: Figure shows the self-consistent mobile-ion dual-frequency PIC simula-
tion results for 〈Je.E〉 in the collisionless case. (a) Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 1.1
A/m2, Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 4.2, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV at density 3 × 10
14 m−3. (b) Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 4 A/m
2,
Jhf = 32 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 6.77, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV at density 2× 10
15 m−3.
the given applied low and high RF frequency, flf = 1.695 MHz and fhf = 27.12
MHz, in our simulations and investigate the validation of analytical models.
Here the PIC simulation is conducted for current-driven argon discharges in
which both electrons and ions were moved by the usual PIC method. Plasma
is considered collisionless here so there are no electron-neutral and ion-neutral
collisions etc. The ions and electrons are loaded initially and evolve with time
until the self-consistent steady-state configuration is achieved.
The first approach : In the first approach benchmarking of the analytical
model is the same as that used by Kawamura et al. [1] where Hlf is calculated
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by varying Jlf and nsm simultaneously. The ratio of Jhf/Jlf = 8 here for each
set of simulations. The parameter v¯e did not vary much with Jlf and stayed
nearly constant i.e. 1.058× 106 m/s.
Figure (5.6) shows the averaged ion and the snapshots of electron density
profile in the collisionless case. The ion sheath density nsh(x) decreases mono-
tonically from a maximum density at the ion sheath boundary to a minimum
of nw = 1.103 × 10
14 m−3 at the wall. This is for argon gas at Jlf = 4 A/m
2,
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Spatiotemporal profile of Je.E for density 3 × 10
14 m−3 and 2 × 1015
m−3 in the collisionless case. (a) Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2, Jhf = 8.8
A/m2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 4.2, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at
density 3 × 1014 m−3. (b) Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 4 A/m
2, Jhf = 32 A/m
2,
flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 6.77, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at
density 2× 1015 m−3.
Jhf = 32 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 6.77, Te = 2.5 eV,
Ti = 0.03 eV at the density 2 × 10
15 m−3. In this figure, a very weak plasma
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wave propagation can also be observed at the sheath edge. These waves are the
result of the progressive failure of quasi-neutrality at the electron sheath edge.
This phenomena will be discussed later.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized stochastic heating ζ(Hlf ) ≡ SstocDF/SstocUL from the PIC
simulation (circles), and the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al.
[1] (solid line). The hard wall upper limit is also indicated (dashed line). Conditions
: argon gas, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV .
The power deposition calculated by PIC simulation needs to be compared
with that predicted by the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawamura
et al. [1]. Figure (5.7) shows the time-averaged local heating rate 〈Je.E〉 for
Hlf ≈ 4.2 and 6.77 for the density of 3×10
14 m−3 and 2×1015 m−3 respectively.
Figure (5.8) shows the spatiotemporal profile of full Je.E for the same cases.
The stochastic heating phenomenon occurs near the sheath edge.
Figure (5.9) shows the variation of normalized stochastic heating ζ(Hlf) ≡
SstocDF/SstocUL with respect to Hlf . The PIC simulation (circles) results are
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Figure 5.10: Normalized stochastic heating ζ(Hlf) ≡ SstocDF/SstocUL from the PIC
simulation for two different densities i.e. 5× 1014 m−3 and 1× 1015 m−3. The dual-
frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1] is represented by solid line.
The hard wall upper limit is also shown in graph (dashed line). Conditions : argon
gas, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV .
compared with the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al.
[1] which is the extension of the single-frequency model given by Kaganovich
et al. [91]. Here ζ(Hlf) is given by equation (5.25) and the hard wall upper
limit having ζ(Hlf) = 1 (dashed line) is also indicated. Here the current drive
amplitudes are varied from Jlf = 0.5−11.12 A/m
2 and Jhf = 4.0−88.96 A/m
2
at the corresponding densities of nsm ≈ 1.1× 10
14 − 4× 1015 m−3. So the ratio
of Jhf/Jlf = 8 here. It is clear from the figure that the PIC data fairly agrees
with the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1] for a
large range of Hlf i.e. Hlf ≈ 1.77− 29.2.
The second approach : In the second approach the stochastic heating is
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investigated by keeping the density constant and varying the ratio of Jhf/Jlf ,
by changing the lower current density amplitude Jlf . We have investigated this
point for two different densities i.e. 5×1014 m−3 and 1×1015 m−3. The electron
temperature Te is 2.5 eV and the ion temperature is at nearly room temperature
i.e. Ti = 0.03 eV. The parameter v¯e = 1.058 × 10
6 m/s stayed approximately
constant. The applied lower and upper frequencies are 1.695 MHz and 27.12
MHz respectively.
In figure (5.10), the normalized stochastic heating ζ(Hlf) ≡ SstocDF/SstocUL
from the mobile-ion PIC simulations for two different densities, 5 × 1014 m−3
and 1× 1015 m−3 is compared to the dual-frequency analytical model given by
Kawamura et al. [1] which is the extension of the single-frequency model given
by Kaganovich et al. [91]. Here ζ(Hlf) is given by equation (5.25) and the hard
wall upper limit having ζ(Hlf) = 1 (dashed line) is also indicated. In figure
(5.10), circles and triangles show the normalized stochastic heating calculated
at densities 5 × 1014 m−3 and 1 × 1015 m−3 respectively. This graph indicates
that the range of Hlf which fairly agree with the dual-frequency analytical
model given by Kawamura et al. [1] is 5.8 - 9.0 and 9.4 - 12.35 for densities
of 5 × 1014 m−3 and 1 × 1015 m−3 respectively. In each case after the upper
critical limit of Hlf (in which the analytical model agrees with simulation) the
stochastic heating increases rapidly. The following conclusions can be made
from the above discussion:
1. At constant density the simulation results agree with the dual-frequency
analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1] for a certain range of Hlf .
2. For lower density, the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawa-
mura et al. [1] agrees with simulation results for lower values of Hlf .
Similarly, for higher density, the dual-frequency analytical model agrees
with simulation results for higher values of Hlf respectively.
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Figure 5.11: Figure shows the self-consistent mobile-ion dual-frequency PIC simula-
tion results for 〈Je.E〉 in the collisionless case. Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 2.7−3.6
A/m2, Jhf = 26.4 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 7.6 − 13.4,
Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density 1× 10
15 m−3.
Now we will study the specific case of 1×1015 m−3 in detail. Figure (5.11) shows
the time-averaged local heating rate 〈Je.E〉. Here by varying Jlf from 2.7 A/m
2
to 3.6 A/m2, Hlf changes from 7.6 to 13.4. The current density amplitude for
higher frequency (Jhf) is constant here i.e. 26.4 A/m
2. This figure shows that
for the value of Hlf > 12.35, stochastic heating increases rapidly. Here 12.35 is
the upper critical limit of Hlf .
We have studied carefully the case Hlf = 13.39 and observed the signature of
ion reflection here, as we encountered in the single-frequency case. The rapid in-
crease in heating is related to this ion reflection phenomena. Figure (5.12) shows
the trajectory of ions in velocity phase space for the case of Jlf = 3.6 A/m
2
and Jhf = 26.4 A/m
2. Here the positive velocity indicates direction towards
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the sheath (or electrode) and a negative velocity indicates direction towards
the bulk plasma i.e. opposite to the sheath. The ion motion is collisionless
within the sheath and ions are accelerated by the sheath electric field is a basic
assumption of the dual-frequency analytical model. In the dual-frequency PIC
simulation, the trajectory of a few thousand ions are saved, out of which few
ion trajectories show the signature of the reflection of ions.
In figure (5.12), case (a) shows that ions propagate towards the sheath with-
out any deflection in bulk plasma, enter inside the sheath and finally hit the
electrode. The majority of ions in the PIC simulation show this type of be-
haviour. Case (b), (e), (g) and (i) show that the ions travel towards the sheath
and reflect back at some point. These cases indicate that ions slow down while
approaching the sheath region, stop for a while (trajectory is flat at edge) and
finally reflect back towards the bulk plasma. However, case (e) and (i) indi-
cate that ions move outside the simulation region and case (b) and (g) show
that ions remain in the simulation region after reflection. Case (c), (d), (f) and
(h) demonstrate that ions move towards the sheath and reflect back at some
point. After travelling a certain distance inside the bulk (opposite to sheath),
the velocity becomes positive and it again moves towards the sheath and finally
accelerates and hits the electrode. It is to be noted that the distance travelled
inside the bulk after reflection is different in these cases. The only reason behind
this ion reflection is the presence of field reversals at the time of low frequency
sheath expansion and collapse.
Figure (5.13) shows the spatiotemporal profile of the electric field for Jlf =
3.6 A/m2 and Jhf = 26.4 A/m
2. In this figure, the field reversal regions are
clearly observed at multiple times near to the sheath region. The most probable
reason for this field reversal is electron fluid compression and rarefaction while
the high frequency sheath expands and collapses. Here because of ion reflection
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Figure 5.13: Spatiotemporal profile (surface plot) of electric field. Conditions: argon
gas, Jlf = 3.6 A/m
2, Jhf = 26.4 A/m
2, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV , flf = 1.695 MHz,
fhf = 27.12 MHz at the density of 1× 10
15 m−3.
phenomena, there is a density jump in bulk plasma from 1×1015 m−3 to 1.27×
1015 m−3. Figure (5.14) shows the time average ion and snapshots of electron
density profile for Jlf = 3.3 A/m
2 and Jlf = 3.6 A/m
2 at density 1× 1015 m−3.
It is clear from figure (5.14), the density jumps from 1×1015 m−3 to 1.27×1015
m−3 when Jlf is varied from 3.3 A/m
2 to 3.6 A/m2 at a constant Jhf i.e. 26.4
A/m2.
Equation (5.24) shows that the stochastic heating is a function of density.
However this density is either considered as bulk density or density at the ion
sheath-plasma boundary. The density distribution inside the simulation region
significantly changed for these two cases. The calculated ion density at the
sheath edge by knowing the nw (ion density at the electrode) is 7.657 × 10
14
m−3 for Jlf = 3.6 A/m
2. For Jlf = 3.6 A/m
2 the analytical and simulation
stochastic heating is SstocUL = 196.835 W/m
2 and SstocDF = 247.3466 W/m
2
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Figure 5.14: Averaged ion and snapshots of electron density profile for Jlf = 3.3
A/m2 and Jlf = 3.6 A/m
2 at density 1 × 1015 m−3. The value of Jhf = 26.4 A/m
2
is the same in both cases. Conditions: argon gas, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV ,
flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz.
respectively. On the other hand, analytical stochastic heating calculated by
considering bulk density is SstocUL = 75.6478W/m
2. These results are tabulated
in table (5.1). Here the heating predicted by the dual-frequency analytical
Table 5.1: Stochastic heating (both analytical and simulation) for the case of Jlf =
3.6 A/m2 and Jhf = 26.4 A/m
2 at density 1× 1015 m−3.
Jlf
(SstocUL)theory
(ion sheath edge density)
(SstocUL)theory
(bulk density)
(SstocDF )simulation
3.6 A/m2 196.835 W/m2 75.6478 W/m2 247.3466 W/m2
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model is significantly less than the heating calculated by PIC simulation because
of the density jump inside the bulk plasma. Normally the analytical stochastic
heating does not vary much either taking ion density from the bulk plasma or
at the ion-sheath edge. Here, due to a density jump inside the bulk plasma the
velocity amplitude of the bulk motion ubh = Jhf/en0 and Hlf drops significantly
and as a result the analytical heating prediction is significantly reduced. Here
n0 is bulk density.
This indicates that the electron dynamics of the heating mechanism is dif-
ferent for these cases where a strong field reversal region is present and ion
reflection phenomenon comes into the picture. So the existing dual-frequency
analytical model is not applicable here.
5.5 Heating in Dual-Frequency is Much Higher
than the Frequencies Acting Alone
In the literature, Turner and Chabert [187] reported that the stochastic heating
yielded by the superposition of low and high frequency currents (i.e. Jlf and
Jhf) with different frequencies (i.e. flf and fhf) can be much higher than the
heating produced by either low current (Jlf ) with low frequency (flf) or high
current (Jhf) with high frequency (fhf) acting alone. However these results
are contrary to the additive effect reported by Kim et al. [185]. The physical
parameters used here are Te = 2.5 eV, Ti = 0.003 eV, flf = 1.695 × 10
6 Hz,
flf = 27.16× 10
6 Hz and the density is 6× 1014 m−3. The low and high current
density amplitudes are Jlf = 2.1 A/m
2 and Jhf = 16.8 A/m
2 respectively.
Our PIC simulation indicates that the stochastic heating may be significantly
enhanced when two frequencies act together.
Figure (5.15) shows the PIC simulation results which represents the stochas-
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tic heating produced by the combined frequencies compared to the heating
produced by each frequency effect separately. For the cases when only lower
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Figure 5.15: Time averaged stochastic heating < Je.E > for three different cases
i.e. the two frequencies acting separately and both acting together. Conditions : argon
gas, Jlf = 2.1 A/m
2, Jhf = 16.8 A/m
2 flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5
eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density 6× 10
14 m−3.
frequency and higher frequency are applied separately, the stochastic heating
is Slf = −1.5963 W/m
2 and Shf = 5.4698 W/m
2 respectively. The negative
heating (in case of low frequency) shown is due to the large number of electrons
being lost to the electrode, this results in a loss of power that is greater than
the stochastic heating at the sheath edge. When both frequencies act together,
the stochastic heating produced is SstocDF = 71.457 W/m
2. It is clear here that
the heating produced in the case when both frequencies act together is much
higher (nearly 10 times) than the frequencies acting separately.
Turner and Chabert [187] reported this effect for the case of fixed ions and
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the numerical results are also compared with the heating predicted by the an-
alytical fluid model.
5.6 Wave Phenomena in DF-CCPs
In chapter 4, we discussed the evidence of electron plasma wave phenomena in
single frequency capacitive discharges. The evidence of strong plasma waves is
also observed in the simulation of dual-frequency capacitive discharges. However
we did not find any published literature related to the wave phenomena in the
dual-frequency capacitive discharges. Here we describe PIC simulation results
of current-driven argon discharges in which both the electrons and the ions
were moved by usual PIC methods. These results are for the collisionless case
so electron and ion collisions are not included here. These PIC simulations are
for the case where the applied lower and higher frequency is flf = 1.695 MHz
and fhf = 27.12 MHz respectively. So the ratio of fhf/flf = 16 here. The
electron temperature Te is 2.5 eV and the ion temperature Ti is 0.03 eV.
Figure (5.16) shows the spatiotemporal profile of electron density for 2 ×
1015 m−3. It is clear that high frequency is overlapped 16 times on the lower
frequency. Here theRF current drive amplitudes are Jlf = 4 A/m
2 and Jhf = 32
A/m2, so the ratio of Jhf/Jlf = 8. Figure (5.17) shows the averaged ion and
snapshots of electron density profiles at the positions (a) to (p) as indicated
in figure (5.16). Very weak plasma waves are present at the time of the low
frequency sheath expansion (i.e. from (a)-(d)) and the time of low frequency
sheath collapse (i.e. from (m)-(p)). There are no waves from (e) to (l) cases.
From figure (5.16), it is simple to explain : For the cases from (a)-(d) and (m)-
(p), the overlapping of high frequency on low frequency is significant and the
quasi-neutrality breaks down at the time of high frequency sheath expansion
that causes the launching of waves near to the sheath edge. The following
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Figure 5.16: A spatiotemporal profile of electron density. Conditions : argon gas,
Jlf = 4 A/m
2, Jhf = 32 A/m
2 flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV at the density of 2× 10
15 m−3.
conclusions can be made from figure (5.17):
1. The waves launch from near the sheath edge at multiple times during an
RF period. On the other hand, in the single frequency case, wave launch
from near the sheath edge at one particular time only during the RF
cycle.
2. The waves are clear when the modulation of high frequency on low fre-
quency is strong i.e. from (a)-(d) and (m)-(p).
3. The amplitude of these waves are weak.
4. No waves occur during the full expansion of the low frequency sheath i.e.
from (e)-(l).
High amplitude plasma waves are also observed in dual-frequency capacitively
coupled plasma discharges. Figure (5.18) shows the spatiotemporal profile of
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Figure 5.17: The averaged ion and snapshots of electron density profiles at the
positions (a) to (p) as indicated in figure (5.16). (a) From the positions of ‘a-h’ (b)
From the positions of ‘i-p’.
electron density for 3 × 1014 m−3. The higher frequency (27.12 MHz) is over-
lapped 16 times on the lower frequency (1.695 MHz) here. The RF current
density amplitudes of lower frequency and higher frequency are Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2
and Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2, so the ratio of Jhf/Jlf = 8 here.
Figure (5.19) shows the snapshots of electron density profiles and time av-
eraged ion density profile near to the positions (a) to (p) as indicated in figure
(5.18). Very high amplitude plasma waves are present at the time of low fre-
quency sheath expansion i.e. from (a)-(c). From position (d) onwards the wave
amplitude damps down and there are no waves from (e) to (l). The wave again
appear at position ‘(m)’ and the wave amplitude is significant from (n) to (p)
at the time of low frequency sheath collapse. From figure (5.18), it is clear that
for the cases from (a)-(d) and (m)-(p), the overlapping of high frequency on
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Figure 5.18: A spatiotemporal profile of electron density. Conditions : argon gas,
Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2, Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2 flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV at the density of 3× 10
14 m−3.
low frequency is significant and the quasi-neutrality breaks down at the time of
high frequency sheath expansion that causes the launching of waves near the
sheath edge. The following conclusions can be made from figure (5.19):
1. The high amplitude waves launch from near to the sheath edge at multiple
times during an RF period.
2. The waves have high amplitude when the modulation of high frequency
on low frequency is strong i.e. from (a)-(c) and (n)-(p).
3. No waves occur during the full expansion of the low frequency sheath i.e.
from (e)-(l).
4. The waves do not penetrate deep inside the bulk plasma.
In the single-frequency case (chapter 4), we have discussed the presence of a field
reversal region near to the sheath edge and the trapping of the electrons near
to this field reversal region at the time of sheath expansion. It is also discussed
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Figure 5.19: The averaged ion and snapshots of electron density profiles at the
positions (a) to (p) as indicated in figure (5.18). (a) From the positions of ‘a-h’ (b)
From the positions of ‘i-p’.
that because of this trapping and untrapping of electrons, wave phenomena
occur near to the sheath region. In the dual-frequency case, we will investigate
the reason of the waves launching at multiple times during an RF period near
to the sheath edge.
Figure (5.20) shows the spatiotemporal profile of the electric field. Here
Hlf is 4.2 for the corresponding Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2 and Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2. The
field reversal regions are present when the high frequency sheath expands and
collapses during the low frequency sheath expansion and retreats towards the
electrode. In the dual-frequency case the field reversal is present at multiple
times near to the sheath edge. Figure (5.21) shows the surface plot of electric
field. In this figure, the field reversal regions are clearly observed at multiple
times near to the sheath region. The most probable reason for this field reversal
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Figure 5.20: A spatiotemporal profile of electric field. This figure demonstrate very
high electric field inside the sheath and a weak field in the bulk plasma. The field
reversal regions can be observed during the low frequency sheath expansion and when
the low frequency sheath retreats towards the electrode. Conditions : argon gas, Jlf =
1.1 A/m2, Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV,
Ti = 0.03 eV at the density of 3× 10
14 m−3.
is electron fluid compression and rarefaction while the high frequency sheath
expands and collapses.
Our simulation indicates the trapping of electrons near to the field reversal
regions. Figure (5.22) shows the spatiotemporal profile of charge separation
(ne − ni). It indicates the trapping of electrons near to the sheath edge when
the higher frequency sheath expands and collapses at the time when the low fre-
quency sheath expands and retreats towards the electrode. These are the same
regions where field reversals are present. In steady state these trapped electrons
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Figure 5.21: A surface plot of electric field which indicates a strong field reversal
region. The field reversal regions can be observed during the high frequency sheath
expansion at multiple times during an RF period of low frequency. Conditions :
argon gas, Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2, Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz,
Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at the density of 3× 10
14 m−3.
Figure 5.22: A spatiotemporal profile of charge separation (ne − ni). The electrons
are trapped near to the field reversal regions at multiple times of low frequency RF
period. Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2, Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz,
fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at the density of 3× 10
14 m−3.
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are significant in number, and the trapping and untrapping of these electrons at
these field reversal positions during the high frequency sheath expansion causes
electron plasma wave formation near to the sheath region. Electron plasma
waves are clearly visible at multiple times near to the sheath edge in figure
(5.22).
5.7 Temporal Evolution of Wave: Evidence of
Electron Plasma Wave
In this section we will investigate the oscillations which appear at the sheath
edge. These oscillations are either some travelling random oscillations or elec-
tron plasma waves, and need to be identified. The frequency of these waves are
calculated here by investigation of the temporal evolution of electron density.
Two different cases i.e. weak amplitude plasma waves and strong amplitude
plasma waves, will be discussed here.
Figure (5.23) shows the temporal evolution of electron density at the dif-
ferent positions inside the simulation region, for the same initial conditions as
shown in figure (5.16) and (5.17). Figure (5.23) clearly shows the propagation
of waves in the electron density profile. The input parameters are : argon gas,
Jlf = 4 A/m
2, Jhf = 32 A/m
2 flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Te = 2.5 eV ,
Ti = 0.03 eV, and the density is 2×10
15 m−3. In figure (5.23), the x-axis shows
time and can be converted to real time (in second), by multiplying numbers on
the x-axis by a factor of ∆t ∼ 7.201788348 × 10−11. This temporal evolution
indicates the following points:
1. The waves are present during the expansion and collapse of low frequency,
flf .
2. The wave amplitude is weak (∼ 5.2 × 1013 m−3) and due of this, waves
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Figure 5.23: Figure shows temporal evolution of electron density (ne) in the colli-
sionless case. Temporal evolution of ne at eight different positions inside the simu-
lation region are plotted here. In figure (a), four positions, starting from the sheath
edge towards the bulk plasma are plotted. Waves starts at position 0.142 m near to
the sheath edge. In figure (b), the next four positions in the direction of bulk plasma
are plotted. The waves finally disappear at 0.105 m. Conditions : argon gas, Jlf = 4
A/m2, Jhf = 32 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 6.77, Te = 2.5
eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density 2× 10
15 m−3.
are hard to observe in the spatial profile of electron density (fig (5.17)).
However in temporal evolution waves are clearly observed.
3. The waves starts from near the sheath region at position 0.142 m, and
propagate towards bulk and finally disappear near 0.105 m.
Figure (5.24) shows the zoomed part of waves at the position 0.142 m, as indi-
cated in figure (5.23). The frequency of the wave can be calculated with the help
of time period between “A” and “B”, as shown in figure (5.24). The frequency
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Figure 5.24: Figure shows zoomed in figure of some waves, at the position 0.142 m,
in temporal evolution of electron density ne as indicated in figure (5.23)
of the waves are :
 case (a) : ωwave = 2.423 GHz.
 case (b) : ωwave = 2.423 GHz.
 case (c) : ωwave = 2.493 GHz.
 case (d) : ωwave = 2.493 GHz.
The electron plasma frequency in simulation, (ωpe)sim, is 2.3193 × 10
9 Hz
here. It is clear that wave frequency ωwave is always either greater than or equal
to (ωpe)sim i.e. ωwave ≥ (ωpe)sim.
In the above case, the amplitude of the waves is weak. However, we have
observed very strong plasma waves in some cases. Figure (5.25) shows the tem-
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poral evolution of electron density at the different positions inside the simulation
region, for the same initial conditions as shown in figure (5.18) and (5.19). Fig-
ure (5.25) shows the propagation of waves in the electron density profile clearly.
Here the x-axis shows time and can be converted to real time (in second), by
multiplying numbers on the x-axis by a factor of ∆t ∼ 2.880715348 × 10−10.
Here the wave amplitude is very strong and temporal evolution indicates the
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Figure 5.25: Figure shows temporal evolution of electron density (ne) in the col-
lisionless case. The temporal evolution of ne at eight different positions inside the
simulation region are plotted here. In figure (a), four positions, starting from the
sheath edge towards the bulk plasma are plotted. The waves starts at position 0.1305
m near to the sheath edge. In figure (b), the next four positions in the direction of bulk
plasma are plotted. The waves finally disappear at 0.1172 m. Conditions : argon gas,
Jlf = 1.1 A/m
2, Jhf = 8.8 A/m
2, flf = 1.695 MHz, fhf = 27.12 MHz, Hlf = 4.2,
Te = 2.5 eV , Ti = 0.03 eV at density 3× 10
14 m−3.
following points:
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1. The waves are present during the expansion and collapse of low frequency,
flf .
2. The wave amplitude is high (∼ 1.6 × 1014 m−3) and due to this, waves
are clearly observed in the spatial and temporal profile of electron density
(fig (5.19)).
3. The waves starts from near to the sheath region at position 0.1305 m. It
propagates towards the bulk plasma and finally disappears near 0.1172 m.
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Figure 5.26: Figure shows zoomed in figure of some waves, at the position 0.1281
m, in the temporal evolution of electron density ne as indicated in figure (5.25).
Figure (5.26) shows the zoomed part of waves at the position 0.1281 m, as
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indicated in figure (5.25). The frequency of the waves can be calculated with
help of time period between “A” and “B”, as shown in the figure (5.26). The
frequency of waves are :
 case (a) : ωwave = 0.9088 GHz.
 case (b) : ωwave = 0.9483 GHz.
 case (c) : ωwave = 0.9483 GHz.
 case (d) : ωwave = 0.9483 GHz.
The electron plasma frequency in simulation, (ωpe)sim, is 0.9097 GHz. It is
clear that wave frequency ωwave is always either greater than or equal to (ωpe)sim
i.e. ωwave ≥ (ωpe)sim.
5.8 Summary
Using analytic and self-consistent particle-in-cell models, the electron dynamics
inside a sheath region of a dual frequency RF capacitive discharge have been
investigated in connection with the collisionless heating through the Fermi ac-
celeration mechanism. Stochastic heating in dual-frequency is controlled mainly
by six scaling parameters (i.e. Jlf , Jhf , Te, ωlf , ωhf and nsm). There are differ-
ent ways of scaling these parameters and two different approaches are discussed
here.
In the first approach benchmarking of the dual-frequency analytical model is
the same as that used by Kawamura et al. [1] where Hlf is calculated by varying
Jlf and nsm simultaneously. However in the Kawamura et al. simulation, the
number of data points are rather small i.e. H ∼ 5.0 − 8.2. Present simulation
results widen the range ofHlf i.e. Hlf ∼ 1.77−29.2 which are in fair agreement
with the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1] which is
the extension of the single-frequency analytical model given by Kaganovich et
al. [91]. Here the lower and higher frequency current drive amplitudes are varied
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from Jlf = 0.5− 11.12 A/m
2 and Jhf = 4.0− 88.96 A/m
2 at the corresponding
densities of 1.1× 1014 - 4× 1015 m−3 . Here the ratio of Jhf/Jlf = 8 for all set
of simulations.
In the second approach the stochastic heating is studied by keeping density
constant and by varying the ratio of Jhf/Jlf , by changing the lower current
density amplitude Jlf . Stochastic heating at two different densities i.e. 5×10
14
m−3 and 1×1015 m−3 has been investigated. At constant density the simulation
results agree with the dual-frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et
al. [1] in a certain range of Hlf . It is observed that Hlf is in fair agreement
with the dual-frequency analytical model, given by Kawamura et al. [1], for the
range of 5.8−9.0 and 9.4−12.35 at the densities of 5×1014 m−3 and 1×1015 m−3
respectively. The presence of field reversal regions at the time of low frequency
sheath expansion and collapse is identified. The most probable reason for the
field reversal regions at multiple times during an RF period is electron fluid
compression and rarefaction while the high frequency expands and collapses.
The signature of ion reflection is also observed above the upper critical limit of
Hlf because of field reversal regions.
The stochastic heating produced by the combined frequencies, i.e. flf and
fhf , and heating produced by each frequency effect separately has been com-
pared to the PIC simulation. Our PIC simulation indicates that the stochastic
heating may be significantly enhanced when two frequencies act together.
The evidence of strong plasma waves is observed in the simulation of dual
frequency capacitive discharges. The applied lower and higher frequency is
flf = 1.695 MHz and fhf = 27.12 MHz respectively, so the ratio of fhf/flf =
16 here. It is clear that high frequency is overlapped 16 times on the lower
frequency. The overlapping of high frequency on low frequency is significant
at the time of low frequency sheath expansion and collapse. As a result, the
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quasi-neutrality breaks down when the modulation of high frequency on low
frequency is strong that causes the launching of waves near the sheath edge at
multiple times during an RF period. It is also observed that the waves do not
penetrate deep inside the bulk plasma. The spatiotemporal profile of electric
field indicates the presence of strong field reversal regions near the sheath edge.
The field reversal regions are present when the high frequency sheath expands
and collapses during the low frequency sheath expansion and retreats towards
the electrode. In the dual- frequency case the field reversal is present at multiple
times near to the sheath edge. The most probable reason for this field reversal
is electron fluid compression and rarefaction while the high frequency sheath
expands and collapses (place where the modulation of high frequency on low
frequency is significant). The profile of charge separation in PIC simulation also
indicates the trapping of electrons near to the field reversal regions. In steady
state these trapped electrons are significant, and the trapping and untrapping
of electrons at these field reversal positions during the high frequency sheath
expansion causes electron plasma wave formation near to the sheath region.
Electron plasma waves are also clearly visible at multiple times near to the
sheath edge.
The frequency of these waves are calculated here by investigation of tem-
poral evolution of the electron density. This temporal evolution indicates that
waves are present during the expansion and collapse of low frequency, flf . The
frequency of these waves are calculated and it is clear that wave frequency ωwave
is always either greater than or equal to (ωpe)sim i.e. ωwave ≥ (ωpe)sim.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The objective of this research work is to stretch our understanding of the phe-
nomena related with the sheaths present in capacitive discharges, and further
enhance our capability to use plasmas adequately. The primary interest is to
study the stochastic heating phenomenon in single and dual frequency capaci-
tive discharges. The nature of the heating mechanism that provides the energy
needed to sustain a plasma at low-pressure conditions in capacitively coupled
discharges is discussed in this work. The particle-in-cell simulation technique is
used here to model a current-driven, semi-infinite, 1-D plasma in contact with
an electrode. To benchmark the analytical models and their assumptions, only
the area near the sheath/presheath regions is modeled here. Inside the code,
ionization is ignored as it is assumed that it is not important over a sheath
length. The plasma is treated as being completely collisionless for most of the
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results presented in this research work. However the code can handle the elas-
tic scattering for the electrons and charge-exchange for the ions. A constant
collision frequency is assumed in case of collisions.
A particular distribution function is assumed for each of the species present,
to model a semi-infinite plasma which lies outside the simulation region. Drift-
ing Maxwellians are assumed here for all of the species. Other distribution
functions could be used. Again, simulations with a single ion species are stud-
ied here but more ion species could be included. Here for all sets of results,
planar geometry is used but cylindrical and spherical geometry can be used by
generalization of the method.
6.2 Study of Stochastic Heating by Scaling
of Parameters in Single Frequency CCP
Discharges
In collisionless case, the mechanism by which the electrons gain energy and are
heated in the RF sheath is the motivation of this research work. With the help
of analytical models and a self-consistent PIC code, the electron dynamics in-
side the sheath region of a single frequency RF capacitive discharge have been
investigated in connection with stochastic heating through the Fermi accelera-
tion mechanism. Four scaling parameters (i.e. J˜0, Te, ωrf and nsm) can control
the stochastic heating. There are different ways to scale these parameters and
three different approaches are discussed here:
 In the first approach benchmarking of the analytical model is the same
as that used by Kawamura et al. [1] where H is calculated by varying J˜0
and nsm simultaneously. Present simulation results widen the range of H
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i.e. H ∼ 0.6 − 18 which are in fair agreement with the Kaganovich et
al. model in this range. Analytical models do not account for electron
loss at the electrode, so in order to compare the simulation results with
analytical models, the contribution to the power per unit area by the
electrons which are being lost at the electrode is excluded here. The
results obtained indicate that the simulation data, which excludes the
electron loss at an electrode, more closely approach the Lieberman model
especially for lower values of H .
 In the second approach the stochastic heating is studied by keeping den-
sity constant and by varying the current density amplitude J˜0. A range of
different densities from 2×1014 m−3 to 1×1016 m−3 has been investigated.
At constant density the simulation results agree with Kaganovich et al.
[91] in a certain range of H. In each case after a upper critical limit of H
(in which the analytical model agrees with simulation) the stochastic heat-
ing increases rapidly. The electron dynamics of the heating mechanism
is different for these cases and present analytical formula for stochastic
heating calculations need to be improved. Signature of ion reflection from
near sheath region is also observed. The presence of field reversal near
the sheath region at the time of sheath expansion is the main reason of
ion reflection.
 In the third approach the effect of electron temperature Te on stochastic
heating for the density 5 × 1015 m−3 has been investigated. Here Te is
varied from 1.7 − 10 eV . It is observed that H is in fair agreement with
the Kaganovich et al. [91] model for the range 4 to 13.5, which is roughly
the same as that observed for same density in the second approach for
density 5× 1015 m−3. The presence of field reversal at the time of sheath
expansion and signature of ion reflection from near sheath region is also
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observed above the upper critical limit of H .
The average power per unit area scaling with frequency for a constant H is also
studied in this work. Two different approaches are discussed here :
 In the first approach, the normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL scal-
ing with frequency ωrf/ωpe for two different values of H i.e. 5 and 7 is
discussed here. For H = 5 the density is varied from ∼ 2 × 1014 m−3 to
5 × 1016 m−3 for the applied frequency frf ≈ 2 − 158 MHz. For H = 7
the density is varied from 2×1014 m−3 to 1×1017 m−3 for the applied fre-
quency frf ≈ 2− 180 MHz. Results show that the normalized stochastic
heating versus ωrf/ωpe is almost constant in the range ∼ 0.032−0.079 for
H = 5 and ∼ 0.024 − 0.065 for H = 7. So for H = 5, when frf/fpi < 7
and for H = 7, when frf/fpi < 6 the stochastic heating rapidly decreases.
 For the second approach H is kept constant by varying only J˜0 at constant
density nsm. The normalized stochastic heating Sstoc/SstocL is almost con-
stant from ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.022 − 0.065 for H = 7 at a density of 5 × 10
15
m−3 and ωrf/ωpe ≈ 0.023−0.058 at a density of 1×10
16 m−3. So density
change does not affect the result too much. For ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 the nor-
malized stochastic heating decreases rapidly for both cases. Results for
normalized stochastic heating with a correction term (electrons that are
being lost at an electrode) are also shown here. On the other hand nor-
malized stochastic heating is nearly constant ∼ 0.035− 0.086 for H = 3.5
and ∼ 0.022−0.056 for H = 7 at density 1×1016 m−3. Here frf ≈ 13−77
MHz for H = 3.5 and frf ≈ 9 − 51 MHz for H = 7. Heating decreases
rapidly for ωrf/ωpe < 0.035 for H = 3.5 and ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 for H = 7.
So roughly, when frf/fpi < 5.8 for density 5 × 10
15 m−3 and frf/fpi < 6
for density 1 × 1016 m−3, the heating decreases rapidly. It is also notice-
able that the correction term (electrons that are being lost at electrode)
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is significant below ωrf/ωpe < 0.04 for H = 3.5 and ωrf/ωpe < 0.02 for
H = 7. So the range in which the normalized stochastic heating is almost
constant, changes for different H at the same density.
6.3 Study of Wave Phenomena in Single
Frequency CCP Discharges
Another important point in this research is the existence of electron plasma
waves near the plasma-sheath interface that has been observed and investi-
gated in chapter 4. The electron plasma waves appear in the sheath vicinity
because of the break down of quasi-neutrality due to an overshoot of high ve-
locity electrons into the bulk plasma. The Landau damping mechanism by
which the oscillating energy to be transferred to electron thermal energy is also
discussed here. It is also noticed that the sheath structure is modified during
the sheath expansion and can be seen in the spatiotemporal profile of electron
density. The spatiotemporal profile of electric field shows the presence of strong
reverse electric field near modified sheath region. The possible reason for this
reversed electric field is compression and rarefaction of the electron fluid when
the sheath expands and collapses. There is evidence of electron trapping near
reverse field region in the charge separation profile. The trapping and untrap-
ping of electrons during the expansion and collapse of the sheath causes the
launching of waves from near the sheath region. The evidence of significant
displacement current in this region is also observed.
Finally the temporal evolution of electron plasma waves is discussed. The
frequency of the wave ωwave is calculated and it is greater than or equal to
ωpe. This is evidence that these waves are electron plasma waves. The effect of
electron elastic collisions on waves are also studied. The modified sheath region
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near the sheath edge also disappears at high collision rates i.e. high pressure.
6.4 Study of Stochastic Heating and Wave
Phenomena in Dual Frequency Capacitive
Discharges
The electron dynamics inside the sheath region in dual-frequency capacitive
discharges have been studied in connection with the stochastic heating through
Fermi acceleration mechanism. Six parameters (i.e. Jlf , Jhf , Te, ωlf , ωhf and
nsm) can control the stochastic heating in dual-frequency analytical model given
by Kawamura et al. [1]. We can scale these parameters in different ways and
two different approaches are discussed here.
 In the first approach benchmarking of the dual-frequency analytical model
is the same as that used by Kawamura et al. [1] where Hlf is calculated
by varying Jlf and nsm simultaneously. However in her case the number
of data points are rather small (i.e. 5-8.2). The present research work
widen the range of Hlf (i.e. 1.77-29.2) which is fairly agree with the dual-
frequency analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1]. For present
approach the lower and higher frequency current drive amplitudes are
varied from Jlf = 0.5 − 11.12 A/m
2 and Jhf = 4.0 − 88.96 A/m
2 at the
corresponding densities of 1.1 × 1014 - 4 × 1015 m−3 . Here the ratio of
Jhf/Jlf = 8 for all set of simulations.
 In the second approach the stochastic heating is studied by keeping den-
sity constant and by varying the ratio of Jhf/Jlf , by changing the lower
current density amplitude Jlf . Here for two different densities i.e. 5×10
14
m−3 and 1 × 1015 m−3 the stochastic heating has been investigated. For
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constant density case, the simulation results agree with the dual-frequency
analytical model given by Kawamura et al. [1] in a certain range of Hlf .
It is observed that Hlf is in fair agreement with the dual-frequency ana-
lytical model for the range of 5.8− 9.0 and 9.4− 12.35 at the densities of
5 × 1014 m−3 and 1 × 1015 m−3 respectively. The presence of field rever-
sal regions at the time of low frequency sheath expansion and collapse is
identified. The signature of ion reflection is also observed above the upper
critical limit of Hlf because of field reversal regions.
The evidence of strong plasma waves is observed in the simulation of dual
frequency capacitive discharges. The applied lower and higher frequency is
flf = 1.695 MHz and fhf = 27.12 MHz respectively, so the ratio of fhf/flf = 16
here. The overlapping of high frequency on low frequency is significant at the
time of low frequency sheath expansion and collapse. As a result, the quasi-
neutrality breaks down when the modulation of high frequency on low frequency
is strong that causes the launching of wave near sheath edge at multiple times
during an RF period. The spatiotemporal profile of electric field indicates the
presence of strong field reversal regions near the sheath edge. The field reversal
regions are present when high frequency sheath expands and collapses during
the low frequency sheath expansion and retreats towards electrode. In dual-
frequency case the field reversal is present at multiple times near to the sheath
edge.
6.5 Future Work
As we discussed, waves in single-frequency capacitively coupled plasma dis-
charges starts near the sheath edge, travel towards bulk plasma and finally
damp and disappear. The future work in single-frequency case aims:
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 to develop a theoretical explanation for wave phenomenon and field rever-
sal which lies near modified sheath region during the sheath expansion,
as obtained from our PIC simulation.
It is well known that dual frequency discharges are attractive because the high
frequency source can sustain the plasma and control the ion flux while the low
frequency source can control the sheath voltage and the mean ion bombarding
energy. Thus it is possible to control both the ion flux and ion energy indepen-
dently, which is especially desirable for dielectric etch applications. We have
observed strong amplitudes waves, field reversal effect and electron trapping in
dual-frequency discharges. In dual-frequency case, future work is :
 to develop an analytical model for wave phenomena and field reversal.
 investigation of the effect of electron elastic collisions on waves.
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